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because of the Sins of His people. But this Doctrine of "LO7E" and “SUFFICING" 
proved to be the very Opposite of the 
True Message that pictured a God of' 
"WRATH UNWED WITH J.ERCY" - waiting 
only for the MESSAGE to go forth? “GO 
IE OUT - llln OUT of the Influence of 
your Preachers # OUT of your Church .’ The 
place of'Safety is the very opposite of 
what your Preachers say it is. THIS was 
the Message in the Days of Noah, Lot & 
the Message of the Son of Man. NO CHURCH 
accepted that Massage. Will that History 
be Repeated - ? Is this Justification 
by Faith as Luther understood it"- 1.
To believe in that Church - to believe ’ 
in that Leadership of that fallen Church - 
was to remain in “DARKNESS" -'but the 
“LIGHT" that shone Into his darkened"’ 
understanding by the Power of the Holy 
Spirit led Him to cry out AGAINST the 
“SINS"Of the‘LEADERS of THE'CHURCH'," " 
EW 223. “...covld best glorify Godly ' 
living and EXPOSING the SINS of Priests, 
Popes, and Kings." EW 225.
o-o-o-o-o-o
This again sounds like the condition to 
be"Sealed - to “CRY ALOUD AND SPARE HOT” 
and “SHOW MY PEOPLE” not just SOJE'but 
“ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS.« To declare 
that there are NO ABOMINATIONS (as they' 
did in the Days of Noah,‘Lot, Jerusalem, 
and in the days of Luther) is to make 
God out to be a LIAR - and to Kill his 
Apostles and Prophets. Kill their In- 
fluence. Kill their Reputation.Kill" ’
theft with Smooth words and lying Deceits. 
“The words'of his’mouth’were'smoother 
than butter, (Psychology fTaduateTZlut 
WAR was in his heart: his wrds were 
softer than oil, yet were they DRAWN 
SWORDS.” P8. 55?2I.
o—o—o—o—0-0
“THE SUFFERINGS CF CHRIST" as taught'by 
the Seventh-day Adventists by name of “ 
SDA Pacific Union College Bible-Teacher 
JARNES or SDA Seminary-Student BRINSME3D- 
“THE SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST" <iich ho on* 
else EVER saw In Daniel 8:14 - when Sr. 
White saw Daniel 8:14 she saw 11 MY FIRST 
VISION" - which shows NO SUFFERINGS of 
any God or any Christ but a certain 
“fearful looking' forth of JUDGMENT" on 
all who reject or ignore the MESSAGE 
and “I LOST SIGHT OF THEM" a8 did Heaven.

Oct. 8, 1969. “SUFFERINGS???" - ?
O •< -0-0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

THOUGHTS FOR TODAY. '
There are Phases in Prophetic Periods. 
There are Phases in the Han of Salvation. 
In “A Word to the Little Flock" p.28 - 
are the Phases in God’s workings. Each 
Phase has a Message to go with it and this 
is “PRESENT TRUTH11 for that Dispensation. 

THE FLOOD.
In the Generation before the Flood - 
a Message came for that Dispensation(Period.) 
The Message said'to get into' an Ark. Their 
Salvation depended on how'they treated. that 
Message and that Messenger. Their Scientists 
could “prove" there was no Danger. That"’ 
Noah was an unscientific "Lunatic-Fringe." 
With no Degrees, Preachers ranted & raved 
away about “The Love of God“ and "Salvation 
by Grace" - “Only believe” - never mind any 
“Works" such as building or entering any 
Ark to escape any "WRATH" of God. There was 
no Vi rath and no Flood coming - but it came 
and "took them ALL away." And so shall it 
be in the Days of the Coming of the Son of 
Mian. They will AGAIN be Mocking' the Warn
ing, They are not MOCKING you * Adventist? 
Perhaps you do not have the Message - I

A MESSAGE YET FUTURE......
“Furthermore, in the I8th, Chapter of the 
Revelation, IN A MESSAGE WHICH IS YET FUTURE, 
the people of God are” called upon to come 
out of Babylon." p.383. 1888 GC.

A MOVEIENT YET FUTURE/ ' ;
Careful study of WTF 28 and. EW’ 22,251. GC 
231,433. T9:97,267. SMT:63 -’reveals that 
a MESSAGE means a MOVEMENT...

AND BEFORE THE THE.
“...and before the Time for such a MOVETEJW 
shall COKE, (The Enemy'of souls) wUl seek 
to PREVENT it, by introducing a C0UIWI1RFEIT. 
... MULTITUDES will exalt...“'GC 484.
(and on p.47I it tells’ us what they will 
be Teaching - it is' the “AWAKING.") '
(It is a Movement from “within" which God 

NEVER' has. The True Message is: "GO* YE OUT 
to meet HimJ“ A Message the Preachers 'can 
be expected to Fight to the bitter End.) 

A SHUT DOOR FOR SODOM.
The Preachers kept the people IN'" the Cities. 
The Preachers went along with the llnl-Sllrts 
in" the Days'of Lot - and anything else that’ 
had the word: "LOVE" attached to it. GC 554» 
The Preachers pictured a God “SLEEPING"'

********-*#<* «■ -x- -x- # •?:- -x- •>:- -x- *«*«*******»****•#**■*##
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must denote God writhing and pleading with then. But to "TURN HIS FACE" is " quite another Picture. This is not the “DANIEL 8:14* they keep harping about! “GOD’S ANGER WAS KINDLED AGAINST THEM*' is quite another view of the Character of God. Which Ged is in your Heaven * ? Something for the alleged "ANAKENERS" to

2* '4222. “I LOST SIGHT OF'THEM," ST ^70. The JARKLS-BRINSJOD Picture of^ari ever benevolent Buddha, a ;Buddha - the Kind of a God the Preachers pictured in the Days of'Lot and Noah - "who had so much concern over a Nation of Rebels r.hat he could NEVER destroy such an upright predestinated Congregation as this leads them to rest in Carnal Security only to be "AWAKENED" by the "WRATH1’ of God! ~ '. For such SOOTHSAYERS to arise is no marvel. What is a marvel is that so many want to* be deceived by so few. And no one, it appears - MAN ENOUGH to arise and stem that'FALSE DOCTRINE! "If such could encounter*perils and receive the honour given to Heroes, they would engage in the work with' unflagging energy. But to live and labour almost UNKNOWN, to toil and sacrifice for Jesus in OBSCURITY, receiving NO SPECIAL PRAISE from men - this requires a soundness" of ~ principle, and a steadfastness'of purpose that but few possess." T5•132-3.THE SOLEMN WARNING. *"As the SOLEMN warning tb flee from the" WRATH to come was sounded, many who were united with the churches received the healing MESSAGE, (in 1844.) They saw their back- slidings, and with bitter tears of REPENTANCE (This is the basis of every TRUE MESSAGE - the' need ef REPENTANCE - and the ~. Church-Leaders counter this MESSAGE by declaring that NO SINS have been committed - hence NO NEED of any REPENTANCE for something that they have not done! "This in a Nut-Shell is the basis of every TRUE MESSAGE abd the reason why the CHURCH-LEADERS counter-act it so they can hide behind their SINS - the SINS they' caused the Church to commit*.!) with bitter tears of Repentance and deep agony of soul, humbled themselves before God...
O—O—0—0—0—0"The SHEPHERDS stepped in between the Truth and the people, and preached SMOOTH THINGS to lead them from the Truth, (Psychologists) 
They united with Satan and his angels cxying "PEACE, PEACE," when there was* no Peace... would not be aroused from their Carnal Se

lected it, they in sadness eonsulted with Jesus. HE TURNED HIS FACE FROM THE CHURCH- pot-bellTed ever-smiling ES and bade His angels faithfully watch over the precious ones who did not reject the Testimony, for another Light was yet to shine upon them." Sff 233-5. (As taken from Elizabeth Hort tract* "REHEARSE GOD’S LEADINGS.") 
o—o—o—o—o—o 1844.Since 1844 is to be Repeated - did God or His Son or the Angels "SUFFER" on account of the Rebels? "HE TURNED HIS FACE FROM THE CHURCHES’" How different ~ this picture from the one drawn by False Prophets crying* "Peace! Peace!" Nothing to fear - remain as you are - God will bless you anyway. Selling that kind of Absolution for Sin does not cause ANYONE to Repent - for is not God in "AGONY" and "SUFFERING" even "ETERNAL TORMENTS* on account of the Rebels - IM— * * - •0—0—0—0—0—0 That is hot the God we believe in - nor is that His Character. "... the Class represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS... They db not know God. They have not* studied His CHARACTER...'This is the' Class that in time of peril are found ' crying, PEACE & SAFETY. They lull their heart's into Security, and dream not of Danger.'' COL 411.(420.) o—o—o—o—o—o PEACE & SAFETY.I could hardly imagine a greater "PEACE & SAFETY" Message than to tell a Nation of Rebels that God is In alleged "AGONY" and "SUFFERING" and "WAITING" for them^ to act - ! And that we must allegedly' "ACT" to "RELEASE* Him from His alleged "AGONY’" Thus the Church'becomes the Saviour of their Saviour. He' is DEPENDENT upon THEM! He cannot of* these Stones raise up a better people - !??? Is that the Truth or the Perversion of the Truth? (Continuing the same Testimony*) 
"Those who had neglected to receive the Heavenly nessage WERE LEFT IN DARKNESS, : and God’s ANGER was KINDLED against then." o—o—o—o—o—o 238. . .   "AGONY" and "TQRKENT" and "SUFFERINGS"

curity.'.. the garment's of those DECONSECRATED as conjured up by the so-called "JHAKENERS* 
Shepherds were covered with the Blood of their Souls.•• o-o-o-o-o-o "The most devoted GLADLY received the ‘Message, They knew that it was from God,,. Angels were watching with the deepest in£ terest the result of the heave Sly Message, and when the Churches turned from and re-



Isaiah ALONE

’ JAMES.
So what do the AWAKENERS think they are 
selling us when they sell us JARNES - a 
man who has SEARED HIS CONSCIENCE for 2&* 
30 years Kow-towing to the Leadership of 
the Adventist Church. Assuring them that 
God will “bless the Congregation: “EVERT 
ONE OF THEM’® and still carrying on the 
same Carnal Security - no wonder he came 
up with this “Vision? of God in Hell * I 
In “ETERNAL TORRENTS* he declares - be
cause of the Adventist Church - I God 
has shown again and again that He is in 
no Eternal Torments over ANY Church - I 
o-o-o—o—o-o
He is “WAITING® and “SUFFERING* - meaning, 
if it means anything at all -that things have gotten out of hand I He is Helpless! 
Doesn’t know what, to do! Will not the 
Church please help Him out?
O—O—O—O"O—o
This Message is saying * as clearly as 
any Adventist has' ever said it to EEAR 
the CHURCH instead of to fear God! Give 
your Glory to the CHURCH! For the Hour 
of the CHURCH’s Judgment has come!
o—o—o—o—o—o
What else could you expect but a Produc
tion of this kind from a man who has 
catered to the wishes and caprices of a 
Proud, Haughty, and Debased people in 
their Denominated Arrogance - and this 
so-called “DANIEL 8:14“ Message is but 
a CONTINUATION of the SAME’’ It is a Re
peating of the Rebellion and Sin of* 
Korah, Dathan, and Abiram (Brinsmead, 
James, and Stearman) - “Thd Congregation 
is Holy * TOY ONB'OF THEM!0 For they 
will make up the I44>000! All who remain 
with them! “SCEWN OUT* means “GOING 
THROUGH !* Knocking on a SHUT’ DOOR - means 
Ha is on the INSIDE - and the Door is 
o-o-o—o—o»o OPEN!
Was this not the “Message* that set the 
Bells ringing in the Adventist Church ? 
The FIRST thing that came to America!
Our people have failed to see the reality 
of the “OPEN DOOR!* So says Brinsmead! 
It* would only be those who have fallen 
for “NOT TO USE DRUGS* means to “USE 
THEM!* - that would see ah “OPEN DOCK* 
where the Door is SHUT and Christ is on" 
the OUTSIDE! That is where"you will find 
Him when you Understand the Message: 
“Go ye OUT to meet Him!®

to make the earnest PREPARATION. It wilVLe 
too late then, friends, TOO LATE when the 
Test comes. Character will be REVEALED..
SDA COMMENTARY Vol/7:976. (This is found on 
p.23 of “STUDIES IN THE BOOK CF REVELATION 
in the Light of the Bible “and Spirit" of 
Prophecy.® by a group of 4 and edited by 
LELIA S. WILKINSON.) 
o—o—o—o—o—o
Yet this writer chimes in again and again “u 
in harmony with BRINSMEAD and does so after 
quoting the above statement by EGW - and 
yet declares: “As we see the time when the 
SEALING COMMENCES with the national SUNDAY 
LAW../and the SIGNAL is given “Behold the 
Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him,® 
p.23. LELIA S. WILKINSON. >
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
OUR CONCLUSION? <
God has NEVER passed on ahy Light by any" 
“Committee of 4." In 1844 the Group came 
to a dead stand-still until God revealed < 
the Light THROUGH ONE INDIVIDUAL! Again and 
again this has been the Pattern, Tell me of 
ONCE when God EVER chose a COM’ITTEE of a 
gathering of Church-Fathers - ? In 1844 He 
had to choose ONE out of THREE . How could 
He deal with any GROUP - ? I repeat - tell 
me when He has EVER done this in the Past?
Again and again He has chosen ONE -" and only 
ONE! Of the Holy Writings that were Record
ed - these were only ever written by ONE J 
Despise the INDIVIDUAL if you must.
BUILD UP the Group if you can - "
but the Fact still remains to be answered - 
God only ever chooses ONE at a Time to be 
His Prophet on Earth. The only one possible 
exception to this RULE may be in the case 
of the Disciples who were to give their 
combined TESTIMONY for a Reason - so the ' 
Jews could not say it was only ONE - ! For' 
this special reason there were 10 Apostles. 
“Moses was ALONE,., Elijah was ALONE...

... Ejekiel ALONE... God NEVER

3- -222. Study::: “Let none follow the selected as a Prophet either the HIGH'' 
• c" tho FvOLISH VIRGINS and think that PRIEST or any other great PERSONAGE..
it will be safe to WAIT until the CRISIS o-o-o-o-o-o GC 142.
comes, before gaining a PREPARATION of CHARACT
ER to stand at that time. IT WILL BE TOO 
LATE . “That I May Know Him.* p.35O.
OrwQu»f
The ~(l) Deception in the Brinsmead Doctldne 
is to DELAY a Preparation until the Crisis 
Hour. Telling us that the “SUNDAY LAW® is 
the Signal for the “SEALING® to begin - ! 
And the Time to obtain a “CHARACTER !® 
“Oh, how many are WAITING for the SUNDAY 
LAW, the time when the Decree will go forth,
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will

... had never named Hie name, habitants of earth*.

of opinion, self-conceit

BE CLEANSED?.., Beheld, these THREE TEARS 
CUT IT DOWNjwhy 
... And in like 

maimer God bears long with His BBOHJE, 
But....) BUT WHAT-?
(•But of those who have had great advan- - 
tages, AND WHO ARE STANDING IN POSITIONS 
OF HIGH AND SACRED TRUST, an? yet bear 
no fruit, He seyst’*CVT IT DOWN; idiy 
cumber© th it the ground?* T7tI99,200.) 

TRET THINK.
(•They think that a PROFESSION Of the ’ 
Truth will save them*.. It would be more 
pleasing to the Lord if LUKEWARM PROFESSOR.

--------------------------------- The inr 
the line of dis

tinction between them and the Israel of 
God must be mort plain, or the CURSE i&ich 
fells upon Worldlings will fall on God’s 
PROFESSED PEOHJS.., THE LORD WAS WHETTING >

-------------•-> C. ‘

DEFECTIVE it may be,••«••••••••«•••••••», 
No matter r ’ 
It took a great deal of BLOOD to ppove to 
them that He chose the LAYMSN above the 
PRIESTS, Will this History be Repeated - ?

•The JENS still refuse to admit that God ” 
rejected them because they rejected Kim, 
And the Testimony of Jesus, The JEWS in 
their arrogance still believe they are the 
chosen ones. So do the CATHOLICS, So do the 
LUTHERANS, So do others. But is it so - ? 
TIME will TELL - ? Ah, Yes! But that will 
be TOO LATE, Justification by Faith mans 
w. nuat be right NOKJ BEFORE the C?.ISIS J ' 
BEFORE the ffiOOFJ ’

•...the Class represented by the FOOLISH 
VIRGINS,, ." They do not know God. They have 
not studied His CHARACTER,., THIS IS THE 
GLASS that In time of peril are found cry4- 
1/ig, (»D0 NOT CRITlCI^rt PEACE & SAF^Y/ 
They lull their hearts Into SECURITY, and 
dream nit of DANGER. When STARTLED from 
their lethargy, they DISCERN their DESTI-' 
TUTION, and entreat others to supply their 
lack; but,., * 7 ’ /

. BUT WHAT - ? ’ 7, *
•The great final TEST comes at the dose of 
human Probation, when it Will be TOO LATE!* **«•
COL 4II-2. (420-1) UH A2«4fi4. *3*292.

X- 'z222. Oet. 17 - part of a Letter i
'UGHS FOP TODAY:

“The ®S thought they were God’s chosen"
people. So they were. But they fell away.
Th) J] i’. S thought they would welcome the Son ’ a DEATH-TRAP]

WHEN THE JEWS KNEW they should have LEFT 
Jerusalem, the Church, the Priests, the 
Membership, the Influence - it was TOO 
LATE] The place of Safety proved to be

o'’ rcd when He came. Who would have thought 
thp t they would crucify Him • ! * 
Pc?3use He. did not Honor them nor* their’ 
Priests nor their Temple nor their City, 
Because He chose Fishermen.

“Careful reading of the Testimonies mil 
reveal that AGAIN He will choose men from 
the Flow - from the Mines - from the Bush, 
Sort of a slap in the Face of the Top-Brass, 
don’t yoi; think - ? Why did He do it then? 
Why does He do it now? Good ’question - be 
sure you give a rood Answer,

•Could you be Saved in the Days of the1 Hdy 
City by remaining IN the City? Who' said the 
City was Holy - God or man - ? No doubt the 
<TWS could point to, where God said the City 
(Nation) was Called and Holy. 

•- ■ - ...

•But the MISTAKE the JEWS made was to think that this was UNCONDITIONAL, “No"matter how
................

the Blessing would last FOREVER,

a

•FLEE FOR YOUR LIFE]* was a Message that 
required FAITH to be Justified by it. 
It was what Justified Luther, *N0 CHURCH 
NEEDED.» *G0 YE OUT TO MEET HIM.’* 

THE TROTH,
•He knocks on the OUTSIDE - and then He 
•Passes by.® What happens when He passes 
by w ? “And the Lord said unto mo, Amo's, 
what seest thou? And I said, A plumbline. 
Then said the Lord, Behold, I will’ set'a 
plumbline in the midst of my people Israel : 
I WILL NOT PASS BY THEM ANYMORE: And the 
high places (the great Drug-Centare) of 
Isaac shall be DESOLATE, and the Sanctum < 
aides of Israel shall be laid WASTE; and 
I will rise against the house of Jeroboam ' 
with the SW CKD... ' ' I >

GOT D07N1
(“When trees without fruit are"COT DOO 
as cumberers of the ground, when MULTI- * 
TUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are distinguished 
from'the TRUE, then the HIDDEN ONES 
be revealed to view.;.* T5t8I.) 

COT DOWN]
(•God CANNOT connect with these who live 
to please themselves, to make themselves , 
FIRST. Those who do this will in the end 
be LAST of all. The Sin that is MOST 
NEAR" Y HOPELESS AND INCURABIE is pride 
of opinion, self-conceit. ••self-suf ficienc; 
that he cannot see his fault, HCW GANJE 
BE CLEANSED?,., Lquuxu, 
I come seeking fruit.., < 
cumbereth it the ground?



which were to

1

idw;

(Ke see people in the 7 Last Plagues'. 
We see them come' up to these Preachers' - 
this Voiceless Prophecy - and ask' them, 
just before they tear them limb frdm 
limb - if there is HOPE any longer!) 

INNUMERABIE MULTITUDE THEORISTS!' 
(“The people turned upon their Ministers 
with BITTER HATE, and reproached them, 
saying, “You have not warned us. You told 
us that ALL THE WORLD WAS TO BE* CONVERTED, 
and cried, PEACE, PEACE, to quiet every 
fear that was aroused. Yob have not told

5* *222. “THE PROPHECY OF ISAIAH 3.” ~ 
“Those aporig Sabbath-keepers who have been 
unwilling to make any sacrifice, butfhaW' 
yielded to the Influence Of the'World, are 
to co Tested- and Proved... Isa.3... has its 
a* pl 5 cation to these Last Days;*and the re- 
pre if ,-j uro given* to the Daughters of Zion 
(trio Mnl^skirters*) who have thought**only 

■'si‘ appearance and. display. Read"verse 25« 
■ Thy mt-n-thall fall by the Sword and thy 
mighty in the War.” I was shown' that' this 
portion of Scripture will be strictly fUL- ’ 
filled. Young men and woman PROFESSING to be 'us of this Hour; and' those"ifco warned us 

j of it you declared to be FANATICS and
EVIL MEN, who world RUIN us.” But'I " 

saw that the Ministers did not escape" ■the 
WRATH of God. Their SUFFERING *(who did 
you say was “SUFFERING?”^ Their SUFFERING 
was tenfold greater than that of their 
people,” “NOT, in their despair j THESE 
TEACHERS CONFESS before the World their 
work of Deception. (They DID win the 
MULTITUDES ;) Tho MULTITUDES are filled

• with Fury, ARE LOST !® they cry, 
(These Preachers had taught them to say I 
“WE ARE SAVED;”)

“WE ARE LOST!0 
(“WE ARE LOST!” they cry, “andyou 'are 
the cause of our RUIN;0 and the/ tum 
upon the False Shepherds. The very ones 
that once admired them most, will pro- "' ’ 
nounce' the most dreadful CURSES'upon them. 
The very Bands that once erbwned them* 
with laurels, will be raised for their 
destruction. The SW 
slay'God’s people, are now employed to 
destroy their enemies. EVERYWHERE there' - 
is strife and bloodshed.” EW 282. GC 656.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0
(The ORIGINAL GC - but not yours - had 
these precious words immediately follow
ing that Testimony* “THE MARK OF DELIVERANC 
has been set upon those “that Sigh and 
that Cry for <11 the" ABOMINATIONS that 
be done.® 1884 GC 473. Your Preachers.
tell* you there ARE NO ABOMINATIONS! 
Hence no need of the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!)

"* THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY! ’ ' - 
(“Here we see THE CHURCH - the Lord’s 

SANCTUARY - was THE FIRST to feel the 
stroke of the WRATH of Gbd. THE ANCIENT 
KEN... had betrayed their TRUST... and 
they say: The Lord...is TOO MERCIFUL to 
visit His people in Judgment. Thus' 
“PEACE & SAFETY0 is the cry from... ’ ’ 
THESE DUMB DOGS that would ndt Baric... 
ALL perish TOGETHERT5*2H. (About as 
safe a place as OU) JERUSALEM was!))))))

Christians, yet having no Christian experience, 
and having borne no burdens, and"felt no 
INDIVIDUAL responsibility (just went along 
with the Church), are to be proved.’ THEY 
WILL BE BROUGHT LOT IN THE DUST, and long 
for an experience in the things of God, 
which they FAILED to obtain. - .

“War lifts his helmet to his brow, 
0 God, protect thy people now.”

A day of heart-reiv'ihg anquish is before US. 
I was' shown that POINTED TESTIMONIES' should 
be borne, and these who come up to the help 
of the Lord, will receive His Blessing;” 
(WHY was this LAST - LEFT OUT of TI:270. 
SG4:637 But found in the'ORIGINAL in RH 
Al:40, Aug.27, 1861. Read on!) 
c-0-0-0—0-0 
(Obviously the Class who: “0 God, protect 
they people now,” and those who ®WILL BE" 
BROUGHT LOT IN THE DUST® - are two Classes!) 
o—0—0—0—0—o - 
(it is quite obvious that this is AFTER the 
Clese of Probation and those who had FAILED 
do not obtain anything by being “BROUGHT 
LOT IN THE DUST.” God does not want ANYONE 
to come because of TEAR only, hence the 
Time of Test is on a clear sunny Day - the 
Clouds of WRATH cOme when it is TOO LATE. 
So the people in the Days of* Noah'found. 
As they GATHERED ABOUT the Ark - ready to 
rush in if they saw the coming Flood •* the 
DOOR WAS CLOSED for days BEFORE the Storm. 
“TODAY is the Day of Salvation.”

•Boast not thyself because of 
Tomorrow.® °ONE DAY ALONE is given you.”) 
o-o—0—0—0—0
(The PROCRASTINATERS and the FALSE PROPHETS 
who have Vistas of PEACE, TEACE - that echo 
the R&H that has “HOPE AS LONG AS LIFE SIAM. 
LAST® the same as the Preachers in the Days of Noah taught : “GOD LOVES ALL MEN ’EVERY
WHERE - AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST.” Did" 
you read THAT in your R&i - 7 It appeared 
several times! Do you go along with that? 
There is no SEALING TIKE - ? )



. I spake unto you...

.. but ye answered not;

says, ’’But I say unto you, It shall be 
to the DOGS!" more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the 

day of Judgment, than for you. And thou, 
Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists.EGW•) 
(who have had great Light), which art 
exalted unto Heaven (in point of privilege. 
SHALT BE BROUGHT DOWN TO HELL: for if the" 
mighty works, which have been done in thee, 
had been done in Sodom, it would have re
mained until this day. BUT I SAY UNTO YOU, 
That it shall be more tolerable for th© 
land of Bodoa the Day of Judgment, ' 
than for thee.tt... I spake unto you... 
but ye heard not 
therefore will I do unto this House, 
which is called by my name, wherein ye 
TRUST... as I have done unto SHILOH. AND 
I WILL CAST YOU OUT OF MY SIGHT.., ' 
“Hear now this, 0 FOOLISH PEOPLE, and. 
without undersbanding“Therefore 
the Showers have been withholden, and ’ 
there hath been NO LATTER RAIN.* RH A3:69. 
o-o-o-o-o-o Aug. I, 1893.
(Send for FREE photostatic' copy from 
“Religious liberty & Temperance Association 
Box 195, Trenton, N.J. 08602. Also ask 
for “ARE SDA’S DOING GOD’S WILL?* by 
Elder Brisbin.’ Send them a I to help 
them with their Printing. Use the Testi
monies as a Screen to" sieve what they 
Print. About -J- is good. No"more".) 
(They also have been bowled over by the 
AWAKENING Doctrines via LEEIA S. WILKIN- 
SON and the ’’Committee of 4“ who try to 
tie in the old URIAH SMITH conglomerations 
while claiming not to. It is still “THE 
WORLD” that is going to get if- and 
NOT the Seventh-day Adventists! My 
Books say the ADVENTISTS are going to 
get it FIRST! ”Judgment must COMMENCE 
with the House of God.“)

“THE END IS COME” 
(“...and thy Sons and thy Daughters 
shall fall by the SKORD.,. THE END is 
come upon my people of Israel: I WILL 
NOT AGAIN PASS BY THEM ANYMORE, And the 
Songs of the Temple shall be HGVLINGS 
in that Day, saith the Lord God: there 
shall be many dead bodies in every place; 
they shall cast them forth with SILENCE.* 
(No “LOUD CRY” but “SILENCE.* Amos 7:17. 
o—o—o—o—o—o . 8:2,3,)

WHICH CHURCH GOES THROUGH?
As'we have shown in many other Papers- 
the PIONEERS ALT. BELLEvED it was the 
IHILADELfHIAN CHURCH that is to go‘thru. 
SEE “A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK* p.I4-5.‘ 
THE SEALED 144,000 are found in Rev .3:12.

6- -222. TITHE IS HOLY! 
(“GIVE NOT THAT WHICH IS HOLY - 
In the SDA Church - 
AFTER the SEALING - 
In the SDA Pulpits - 
s rill blasting away - 
‘COD IS TOO MERCIFUL” - “HE LOVES ALL MEN 
EVE^W^RE” - “AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST” - 
•'THE UNIVERSAL.BROTHERHOOD OF MAN”’- the 
Slogan? of the NCC - WCC - UN - and. the 
“ONErWORLDER INTERNATIONAL TALMUDISTS” - 
who hare taken over the SDA PULPITS - 
-■‘GOD IS TOO MERCIFUL to bring His people 
into Judgment” - and for saying THAT • 
the’ Slaughtering Angels' CUT THEM DOIN’ 
Read it for yourself! T5:2IE. “DUMB DOGS’” 
See if you can draw any other Conclusion! 
Then ask your Preacher to Preach on this 
come next Sabbath! Watch him squirm!
Watch him conjure up EVERYTHING he has ever 
learned in the PSYCHOLOGY Classes! Watch 
him try to explain that one away! Watch him 
as you read thij? (“WOE”-Comprehensive or ?) 
o-o-o-o-o-o (NOT IN YOUR INDEX’ WHY NOT - ?) 
:,In this fearful time, just before Christ 
is to come the second time, God’s faithful 
Preachers will have to bear a STILL MORE 
POINTED TESTIMONY than was borne by John 
the Baptist. A responsible, important work 
is before them; and. those Tiho"speak SMOOTH 
THINGS, God will not acknowledge as His ‘ 
Shepherds, A FEARFUL WCE is upon themi..” 
o-o-o-o-o-o TI :3 21.
“There are fearful WOES for those who Preach 
the Truth, but are not Sanctified by'it," 
AND ALSO FOR THOSE who consent to receive 
and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to minister 
to them in Word and Doctrine.” TI:262. T2:' 
o-o-o-o-o-o SANCTIFICATION. " 552. 
”There is no BIBLE SANCTIFICATION for those 
who cast a part of the Truth behind." them.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o ' TI:338,

A PART OF THE TRUTH. ’ 
A VERY’ IMPORTANT PART.

So Sr. White said THE CHURCH was going 
through? Indeed she did - but WHICH church? 
The SDA Church - ? Through to Hell - ! 
”... how much denunciation has been uttered 
against those not of our faith. Many have 
looked upon those belonging to OTHER CHURCHES 
as great sinners, when the Lord does not 
thus regard them. Those who look thus ubon 
the Members of other churches, have need to 
humble themselves under the mighty hand of 
God. Those whom they CONDEMN may have had 
but little Light, few opportunities and 
privileges... Of those who BOAST of their 
Light, and yet FAIL to walk in it, Christ



»J31 LJHIA) you have it?) which prompts to REPROOF, 
is trampled underfoot, while the Seivan4 

of Satan triumph... These DUB® DOGS that 
would not Baric... ALL PERISH TOGETHER.0 
o-o-o-o-o-o T5 :2lO-I.
The "Servants of Satan11 are the “DUMB 
DOGS" that will not Baric • and for which 
they all wPERISH TOGETHER." All >fco RE
MIN in that SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN’ 

READ THIS IN YOUR CHURCH’ 
"The Friend of God." Such men APPROVE 
that which God approves and“CONDEMN 
that which God condemns." T4:6I5,396,I73. 
T3:254. T5?592. TM 4^7. & 100 more! ’ -J 
o-o-o-o-o-o (How come they never found 
their way into the INDEX ^ ??? "THESE 
DUMB DOCS that would not Bark!"))))))) 
o-o -o ’0*0-0 -..' REMNANT . 
SPIRITUAL Israel and VISIBLE Israel 
could mean two vastly different things.

. You 0010.6. have been pointing at the 
JEWS in the Days of Christ and could 
have said: “THIS IS THE CHURCH!" and. 
you would have been pointing in the 
wrong Way. The wrong direction. It was 
only'a REMNANT of that Church that was 
Saved, and the CONDITION of being Saved 
was to LEAVE the OLD CHURCH and Join 
the FEW and the NEW. This was a “REMNANT" 
of Israel. A REWANT is NEVER a REMNANT 
until it has SEPARATED from the Whole. 
It is NEVER called a “REMNANT" while it 
is still FASTENED to the Whole. It has 
to be completely CUT OFF. As long as 
it is PART of the Body * it is NOT a 
REMNANT. The True meaning of REMNANT 
means something SEPARATE from the Whole. 
And only a small PART - a part that is" 
LEFT - True to the Pattern - riot worked 
over - just as it was in the Beginning. 
No Buttons & Bows ADDED. No Frills or 
Collars, no Lace or Ribbons, NOTHING

' added, not even Perfume. A REMNANT does 
of the present time. These... will be engulfed not eover a debased BODY. If you want 

to know what the ORIGINAL looked like - 
you look at the REMNANT - there has been 
no Change. 
o-o-o-o-o-o LEFT OUT - J of PK 593. 
"THE RETURN OF THE EXILES"-
"...Joshua... Jerubbabel... It was under 
the LEADERSHIP of these TWO men that" 
the REMNANT of Israel returned at the 
close of the 70 yrs. Captivity."RH A5> 

387.

7- ^222. WHICH CHURCH GOES THROUGH. 
The URIAH SMITH devotees are entirely un- 
aware that Sr. White applied the LAST CHURCH 
CONDITION to LAODICEA - but she'ALSO applied 
the FIRST CHURCH CONDITION - ancT EVERY OTHER 
CIIUf.CH CONDITION (except not ever JHILAJ 
to the- Seventh-day Adventist Church * I 
c-c-G-e^o-o
Io accept this great and important Truth 
would mean to change ALL’ your Thinking. 
It would mean STARTING from the Beginning 
A.U, OVER AGAIN. And well they know it. And 
sc they refuse to touch the Subject with a 
Ten-foot Pole!
O— 0—0—0—0—0
But if YOU want to know the TRUTH on this 
Subject - why don’t you do what it© did - ? 
Why don’t you read ALL the Testimony Books 
and ALL the "VERB-CTEN" Books from HEALTH 
RESEARCH - and the 6 Volumes of the R?U 
"ARTICLES" - and mark EVERY PLACE’where it 
speaks of "THE CHURCH" - I And after you 
have read and. marked some 30,000 or more 
pages - you might just be somewhat of qp 
.Authority on the Subject. And. your Research 
will show that the "SPIRIT OF HIOBIECY" and 
the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" - CONTRART to all 
the Tradition of the Laodicean Elders as 
found, in "BULE READINGS" and "DANIEL AND 
THE REVELATIONS" - the two Books they put 
out INSTEAD of the ORIGINAL “SPIRIT OF ’ 
PROPHECY" SERIES - 
0—0—0—0—0—0
You wi3.1 fiiri that" the Seventh-cay Adventist 
Church was referred to AS OFTEN In the 5 
OTHER Church conditions as in the LAODICEAN 
CONDITION! So how come your Preacher does 
not know this - or will NEVER mention It ? 
Or why do YOU not mention it « ? Why are 
you so TERRIFIED and TREMBLE for fear of 
finding this out * ? Lest you "LOSE FAITH" 
in that "JERUSALEM CENTER’"

"THE MARK OF DET, FRANCE has been set upon 
those "that Sigh and that Cry for all ’the' ’ 
ABOMINATIONS that be done." IS£4 GC 473(^56). 
0—0—0—0—0—0
"I know that MANY think FAR TOO FAVORABLY

in the GENERAL RUIN." T5:S0.
o-o—0—0—0—0
"But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those tAio 
do not thus SEE (will)... BEGIN at My Sanctu- ■■ 
ary... THE PLAIN, STRAIGHT TESTI!‘ONY must 
live in the Church, or the CURSE of God’ will 
rest upon His people as surely as it did up
on Ancient Israel... GOD HOLDS HIS lEOHE, 
AS A BODY - responsible..." T3:2'c7,2$0.

So if you want to be “CLEANSED® of that 
Body - you have to LEAVE that Body!

DO NOT CRITICIZE? '
“.. .DECEPTION of almost every kind are 

IN THE CHURCH. The Spirit of God,(do



the COUNT?au1

lighteth in their ABDICATIONS.. I 
also will CHOOSE THEIR DELUSIONS, 
and will bring iheir Fears upon them.

?EIT SABBATH is the reception 
of the MARK." 1884 GC 281.
0—0—O—O—O—O
(By those who "UNDERSTAND the claimsRH A5‘t389- 

o-o-o-o-o—o Jan.23,
"In the Time of the End...' GOD’S"REMNANT 
PEOPLE, standing before the World as REFORM- ' 
EPS... They are to be REPAIRERS of the BREACH, 
o—o—o—o—o—o PK 678.
"And the REMNANT that is ESCAHD of the House 
of Judah... For OUT of Jerusalem shall go 
forth a REMNANT, and they that ESCAPE OUT 
of Mount Zion: the iaeal Of the Lord of Hosts 
shall do this.” PK 360uI. 
o-o-o-o-o-o (ALL MESSED UP IN YOUR. BOOK! 
Nothing like this in your PK 108! We will 
turn to the ORIGINAL to get the True Heart- 
Beat’))))))))))))))))) )))))))))))))))))))))) 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
"And in the closing scenes of this earth’s 
history, when iniquity will" have reached a 
height never before attained, it will. sWl 
be possible to say of the REMNANT people 
who have remained' True to God, "Here are 
they that keep the’Commandments of God,' ahd 
the Faith of Jesus." RH A6:3Z3. July 24,1913. 
o—o—b— o—o—o 
(Adventists’ at this Time will be keening 

SUNDAY! GC 608. T5:463. WATCH them next 
o-o-o-o-o-o *■ EASTER! )’
EASTER is SUNDAY and SUNDAY is EASTER and 
has no higher authority than the Pope at 
o—o—o—o—o—o Rome!
The Devil must laugh till his sides are sore, 
while the URIAH SMITH’S have been teaching 
this people to LOOK for "FORGE" - the SDA 
Church is now keeping SUNDAY on EASTER with
out any "ENFORCEMENT" or "LAW" about it! 
The bearded Elders fixed up YOUR BOOK and. 
ADDED 5 "ENFORCEMENTS" that were just NOT 
THERE!’ And make out that you HAVE‘TO "GIVE 
UP" the Sabbath In order to receive the 
MARK! We wondered about this for a long Time 
Why could I not get the Mark by TRYING to 
keep BOTH??? But the Elders wanted it to 
LOOK like if you REMAINED in the ADVENTIST 
CHURCH you wotCLd NEVER get the "MARK." When 
as a matter of Fact - they will be the FIRST 
to obtain it for they are the ones who FIRST 
have this Warning :

NO FORCE - JUST CHOOSE’ 
"The change of the’ Sabbath is the Sign, or 
MARX, of the authority of the Romish Church. 
Those who, understanding the claims of the 
fourth Commandment, CHOOSE to observe'the 
FALSE in place of the true Sabbath', are 
thereby paying homage to that power by which 
alone it is commanded... and the KEEPING of

8- '-222. "THE DESPISED REMNANT." T5:475 ' 
"A REMNANT’ would return; and God gave every 
captive Israelite in Babylon an opportunity 
to form a PART of this REMNANT." RH A5T389. (By those who "UNDERSTAND the’ claims." 

1908.At the moment this can only be Adventists.) 
(There will be a REMNANT who will be 
"REPAIRERS OF’ THE BREACH... standing be- 

fore the World as REFORMERS." PK 678.) 
o-o-o—o«o-o DO NOT CONFUSE.
Do not confuse the Statements the Preachers 
love to pick cut - referring to "THE” 
CHURCH" and then mistake this for the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church! If she 
meant "Seventh-lay Adventist Church" - 
why did she not write “Seventh-day Ad
ventist Church?" But she did not. How 
could she? How could she BOAST of the' * 
Seventh-day Adventist Church going thru, 
and at the same time write this: 
o-o-o-o-o-o WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES! 
"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the 
Seventh-day Adventist church IS TO BE 
Weighed. (Future Tense.) She WILL BE 
Judged by the privileges and advantages 
she has had. IF her spiritual experience 
DOES NOT correspond to the advantages 
that Christ, at infinite coat, has be
stowed on her, IF the’ blessings conferral*- 
have NOT’ qualified her TO DO THE WORK 
entrusted to her, oh her WILL BE pro
nounced the Sentence: "FOUND WANTING." 
By the Light bestowed, the opportunities 
given, WILL SHE BE JUDGED." T8:2Z7, 

THE ABOVE was Written in CONDITIONAL 
TENSE. It is all based on "IF." But 
this CONDITIONAL TENSE changes to 
POSITIVE TENSE - "IF NOT"." So the 
Writer at this Point, and on this 
Date: April 21, 1903does not say 
one way or the other. But it is the 
LAST Testimony that a Prophet gives, 
that Cibunts. And what was her LAST 
Testimony - ? After Arril 21, I9®3 ?

"IN THE CLOSING WORK of Gad in the earth 
...in the Hour of greatest peril., the 
God of Elijah will raise up human instru
mentalities to bear a MESSAGE that will 
not be Silenced.•• the voice of STERN 
REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will men 
of God’s appointment DENOUNCE the UNION 
of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187, 
RH A6:382. Nov.20, 1913.

"Has not BLINDNESS fallen upon the 
WATCHMEN?,.. "Yea, they have chosen 
their own ways, and their soul de-



In every Revival he is

• • •

“Has not the SAME PROCESS been repeated 
in nearly every CHURCH calling itself 
PROTESTANT?... “new-model the cause.11 
(LEFT OUT of “your Book but found in the 
ORIGINAL 1884 GC 234: ”God' looks upon 
these APOSTATE BODIES and declares them 
DAUGHTERS of a MULCT.") GC 384-5.
O—O—0—0—O—O 
“SATAN COMES... 
ready to bring in those who"are unsancti
fied in heart and unbalanced in mind... 
he works through them to introduce 
THEORIES that will deceive the unwary 
FANATICISM of every grade.1’ GC 396.
O-O-O-O-O—0
The CHANGING of a HARLOT into a BEAST - 
is when she goes to her Lovers and' asks 
them to aid her in beating down her 
enemies who pretest her Traffic, when 
she upholds her Traffic BY LAW - she be-’ 
comes a BEAST 3 Or RIDES the BEAST .GC 445. 
0—0—o—o—0—0 
“CONFORMITY to worldly CUSTOMS (EASTER- 
XMASS-iUNI-SKIRTS-SUNDAY) converts THE 
CHURCH to THE WORLD; it NEVER converts 
THE WORLD to Christ... He vho CHOOSES to 
ASSOCIATE(with the Catholics at their 
Conventions, setting up Booths there, 
and with the NCC, the and. the 
EVANGELICAL ALLIANCES, with BILLY GRAHAM!) 
He who CHOOSES to ASSOGiA.!*! wj tn the 
Servants of SATAN, will ebon cease to 
fear their master... Never was there a 
greater mistake.” GC 509.
0—0—0—0—0—0
(THE ORIGINAL BOOK - 1884 GC 328 - 329: 

WARNED against “MANY ifao are affable and 
intelligent ... but polished INSTRUMENTS 
in'the hands of Satan. .. THEIR INFLUENCE 
... renders THEM more dangerous ENEMIES.”)

(The WILLIE WHITES, the SPICERS, the’' 
DANIELLS, the URIAH S MYTHS, the whole 
Gang in 1883 (See p.65-6 of EGW-MR!) 
This CONFEDERACY OF EVIL CHANGED THIS 
to point FROM THEM as a Group * 
always the “HOLY GROUP11 - and pointed 
this Testimony in your Book - GC 509 
to the HATED INDIVIDUAL! Such Skul
duggery was pulled' ofr over 100 Times 
since it was Authorized by the General 
Conference Resolution of“1883 - !
Ask for “FOREWORD TO 1884 GC.«) 

“So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare 
the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST .”444/ 
“MULTITUDES, trusting implicitly to their’ 
PASTORS, refused to listen to the WARNING; 
and others... DARED NOT CONFESS IT, lest ' 
they be “put out of the Synagogue.“GC 380.

9- -222. “WHAT STRONGER DELUSION!” 
”... they SUPPOSE that they are’RICH and 
increased with goods and in need' of nothing, 
while in reality they are in need of EVERY
THING... But I4AJTY are crying, “PEACE and 
S/F FTY/’ while SUDTEN DESTRUCTION is coming 
upon THEM. Unless there is thorough REPENT
ANCE ... they will NEVER enter Heaven...
’How is the faithful City become an HARLOT! ’ 

My Father’s house... a place whence the' 
DIVINE PRESENCE and. glory HAVE DEPARTED!” 
o-o-o-o-o-o T8:2/.8-250.
“Let a CHURCH become proud and boastful.... 
and THAT CHURCH will surely be LEFT by the 
Lord, to be brought down to the ground.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o THE CHURCH. 18:127.
THE WISH CHURCH. Looking BACK on the Jew
ish system, we could rightly call them a 
“CHURCH.” But as a matter of Record. - in 
their Day they called themselves a NATION - 
a PEOPLE - a SYNAGOGUE - a TEMHE - a CITY.

THE INFANT CHURCH. ' " '
So the terms “THE CHURCH” has been reserved 
for those who accepted Christ and called 
themselves: “CHRISTIANS.” While the JRWS 
met in SYNAGOGUES - the CHRISTIANS met in 
CHURCHES. “NICODEMUS came boldly to the 
front... in sustaining the INFANT CHURCH.” 
o-0-o-o-o-o THE CHURCH. DA I7o. 
“THE CHURCH... was spoken a?.so to the 12 as 
REPRESENTATIVES of the BODY of believers.” 
o—o—o—o—o—o ' "■ DA 414.
How did “THE CHURCH” degenerate into -the 
CATHOLIC SYSTEM - ? This is Important be
cause JONES said in the 1888 period that 
the IMAGE of the BEAST will follow the BEAST 
so to study how the IMAGE will be formed, 
we must study how the BEAST was formed. Be
cause the NEW BABYLON has “MYSTERY” on her 
Forhead and. will come up in an ’UNEXPECTED 
Quarter, and unless we KNOW this and. are 
PREPARED for this - we may receive the MARK 
and. not be aware of it. GC 44-3.

APOSTASY,
Again and again the ONE major thing that 
caused THE CHURCH to apostatize, was to 
accept “HEATHEN RITES & CUSTOMS” with the 
mistaken idea that a Worldly Flood, entering 
the Church - would facilitate their CONVER
SION. “What was the ORIGIN of the GREAT 
APOSTASY? How did the Church FIRST depart 
from the simplicity of the Gospel? BY CON
FORMING to the practices of PAGANISM, to 
facilitate the acceptance of Christianity 
by the Heathen... “The Mtystery of Iniquity 
doth already work”... ”a Pagan flood, flow
ing into THE CHURCH, carried with it itfe' 
Customs, practices, and Idols.” GC 384-5»



77,52,50.)

THEY THINK that to ATTACK the SINS*of the 
CHURCH is in itself a WORSE SIN - I How 
can such ever believe that this is - 

LIGHT FROM HEAVEN’ ...
“Before the days of Huss, there were men 
in Bohemia who rose up to CONDEMN openly 
the CORRUPTION in THE CHURCH,* GC 97. 
“Cod permitted GREAT LIGHT to shine upon 
the minds of these chosen men, revealing 
to them many of the ERRORS of Rome... 
With daily increased boldness, Huss' 
THUNDRED against the ABOMINATIONS... 
Luth erHxs eyes had been OPENED, and 
were -never again to be CLOSED, to the “ 
SATANIC DELUSIONS of the Papacy.11 (IS84 
GC 100 says: “SATANIC* - who CHANGED 
that in your GC IO3,I£5? )

LIGHT*
“At Wittenberg a UGHT was kindled Those 
rays should extend to the uttermost parts 
of the earth, and which was to increase 
in brightness to the Close of Time.

“But LIGHT and DARKNESS cannot har
monize e Between Truth and Error there is 
an irrepressible CONFLICT. To uphold and 
defend the one is to ATTACK and OVERTHROT 
the other. Our Saviour himself declared, 
“I came NOT to send PEACE - but a SVJCBEtD.11 
(SEE TO YOUR OCT SMS - BROTHER?) 1884 
o-o-o-o-o-o GC 101. See your GC 127. 
“THE UNION of THE CHURCH with THE STATE, 
be the degree never so slight, while it 
may APPEAR to bring THE WORLD nearer to 
THE CHURCH, does in reality but bring *. 
THE CHURCH nearer to THE WORLD.” GC 297.

THE CHURCH.
THOSE WHO LEFT all THE CHURCHES in 1244 
but who still believed in HELL and ate 
PORK and kept SUNDAY were called: 
“THE CHURCH* and “THE ADVENT MOVEMENT •» 
“ADEENTISTS” - “THE ADVENT'DOCTRINE” • - 

“THE ADVENT MESSAGE.” GC 335340,357,364. 
THE TESTDOTIES.

THE TESTIMONIES came in to CONDEMN their 
Teachings and. to call on people to 
SEPARATE from their Communions. 
SEPARATION has ever been the Way to be 
Saved. SEPARATION is not a SIN as far 
as the God of Heaven is concerned.
Again and again to REMAIN and to keep 
SILENCE is the SIN that God will in no 
wise Tolerate
THEY WOULD NOT SEPARATE in the Days "df 
Noah, Lot, Jerusalem, Rome, & in IS44* 
SPEAKING OF THE LAST CHURCH and if it 
is any Better. Sr. White wrote:(But you 
will NEVER hear this on the “IT IS 
WRITTEN11 Show.)

10- '*222. “PUT OUT OF THE SIL.'AGOGUE” ** 
"... they saw the Testimony of God’s Word* 
suppressed, and their right to investigafn 
the prophecies denied, they felt that loyal
ty to God FORBADE them to submit. Those who 
sought to shut out the Testimony of God’s 

’ oru, THEY COULD NOT REGARD as constituting 
THE CHURCH -of Christ.* GC 376. 
o-o-o-c-o-o 
(LEFT OUT,’ “There is NO OTHER. CHURCH than 
the assembly of those who have the Word of 
God, and. who are purified by it.* .j. (?<.> 4 GC 
o-o-o-o-o-o THE TERM:”THE CHURCH237.) 
THOSE WHO LEFT - the JEWISH SYNAGOGUE - 
were called: “THE CHURCH.” GC 39, Zl. 
THOSE WHO LEFT - the FALLEN CHURCH - the 
APOSTATE CHURCH - in the first "Centuries - 
were called: “THE CHURCH.” GC Z3,45. 

THE CHURCH.
“CUSTOMS of HEATHENISM found their way.iato 
... THE CHURCH... the POMP and PRIDE of*'* 
PAGAN PRIESTS... THEORIES & TRADITIONS... 
CONSTANTINE... walked into THE CHURCH... 
THE CHURCH was led to seek the FAVOR and 
SUPPORT of the GREAT KEN of Earth';' and hav
ing THUS REJECTED CHRIST.” GC 49,50. 
o-o-o-o-o-o THE CHURCH.
It is nothing new for a grouo of APOSTATES 
to call themselves: “THE CHURCH.” ROMANISTS’ 
called themselves: “THE TRUE CHURCH.* GC 51. 
“PROUD PONTIFF... half-converted PAGANS... 
ambitious PRELATES... world-1 oUri? CHURCHA 
MEN... THE CHURCH... the PAGAN Me stival... 
THE CHURCH had never erred, nor would it 
ever err, according to the Scriptures.* GC 
53,57. (This Doctrine was called: “HL^ECTION-o-o-o-o-o-o 
ISM.* GC 57. Those who entertain such Notions, 
that A CHURCH could “NEVER. EPL” - have a 
WEAKENED MIND. Just the SAKE as those who 
dabble in SPIRITUALISM - even though thought 
free from Error - NONE of these can rive * . 
the LAST MESSAGE’ “GCD WILL NOT ACCEPT TEEM.” 
because the Old Theories will, constantly 
demand attention. Eff 101,98,99,77,52,50.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
“THE GOSPEL is" to be preached to the POOR. 
Not to the spiritually TF.OUD, those who 
claim to be RICH, and in need of nothing, 
is it REVEALED.” DA 300.

THE CHURCH.
THOSE WHO LEFT - the Apostate CATHOLIC - 
CHURCH - were called: “THE CHURCH.« GC 64-5. 
Which of these CHURCHES - “NO MATTER HU- 
DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE...” was the ApuXe of 
His Eye - ? “NO MATTER HOT DEFECTIVE....” 
has led the Prelates to CONDEMN anyone that 
CONDEMNS’ This RAILING ACCUSATION and con
stant DIN has turned the minds of many.



GC 338-9.

" GC 603.

approach the perils of the Last Days

.o-c-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-d 
One sentence tells alll 
One’ sd^ence “found in 
GC 60S. 1884 GC 426.
>0—Q^OwQ—O—0—O—O—0—0—O—O

position of the Subject - but 
here are a few high-lights• 
(l) TWO Churches are mentioned in 
that Testimony - not just one. It 

is setting forth a contrast BETWEEN 
THE CHURCH of Christ and THE SYNAGOGUE 

of Satan - BOTH called "THE CHURCH!" 
THE ORIGINAL reads entirely DIFFERENT. 

THE ORIGINAL is found, in Health Research 
WORLD (in keeping Sunday!) by SIGNS £ WONDERS." Edition p.I43. In your TM 15.

II- *222. IT IS WRITTEN. 
SHE AKING OF THE LAST CHURCH 3 
"How dara ONE MAN stand up against all the 
great men of the Earth? If Noah’s MESSAGE 
were True? why did not all the World see it 
and believe it? ONE WAN’s assertions against 
one wisdom of THOUSANDS! They would not 
credit the WARNING, nor would they seek 
shelter in the Arie... more intent upon 
their evil ways, THAN EVER BEFORE...

"Christ declares that there will exist 
SIMILAR UNBELIEF concerning His second com
ing... WHEN THE PROFESSED PEOPLE OF GOD are 
UNITING with THE WORLD, living as they live, 
and JOINING with them in forbidden pleasure; 
when the luxury of THE WORLD becomes the 
luxury of THE CHURCH; when the marriage 
bells are chiming, and all are looking for
ward to MANY YEARS of worldly prosper!ty,- 
then, SUDDENLY as the lightening flashes 
from the Heavens, will come the SI-ID of their 
BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." 
o-o—o—o—o—o 
THE CHURCH of the Jews was called: 
THE CHURCH of the Romanists wa s c all- ed: 
THE CHURCH of the“Reformation was called: 
THE CHURCH of IoZ.4 was called: 
THE. CHURCH of the Last Days is called: 

"THE PROFESSED PEOPLE CF GOD]" - • 
0-0-0-0-0-0
But just because they "PROFESS" •- does not 
say that they ARE - ! "Soon GOD ’S PEOPTE 
will be TESTED by fiery Trials, and the 
GREAT PROPORTION of those vho now APPEAR to 
be genuine and. true will prove to be BASE 
METAL... they will CCWARDLY take the side 
of the OPPOSERS...

TO STAND IN DEFENSE. 
"To stand in Defense of Truth 2: Righteous
ness i/rtien the MAJORITY for sake us, to fight 
the Battles of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are 
FEW-------- - - - this will be our TEST!"
o-o-o-o-o-o * T5:I3o.

MORE PROFESSED PEOPLE. o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-Q- 
TIME: "As the Storm approaches...(not here yet!) , o2 i 
PROPORTION: "A LARGE CLASS who... ; ................ Ob

WHO: "Who have PROFESSED FAITH in" the 3rd. Angel’s Message..< 
BUT: "But have not been Sanctified... o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
HCW: "Through OBEDIENCE to.the Truth;•• o-o
WHAT DC THEY DO?: "ABANDON their position... o-o 
AND THEN?: "JOIN the Ranks of the OPPOSITION.b-o 
0-0-0—0-0-0—0-0-0—0-0-0—O-O-C-C-O—0-0—0—0—0—0 

ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY.
To hide the above Fact - the*/ scrambled ' 
earnestly as they TOOK OUT 4 PAGES - out of 
1884 GC 337-340. "AS THE PEOPLE OF GOD* 

THE CHURCH must be led to UNITE with*TKE'

THE GREAT CONTROVERSY.
"The Lord has a controversy with his 
PROFESSED PEOPLE in these Last Days. In 
this controversy MEN IN RESPONSIBLE 
POSITIONS will take a course directly 
opposite to that pursued by Nehemiah. 
They will not only IGNORE & DESPISE the 
Sabbath themselves, but they will try 
to keep it from others by burying it ‘ 
beneath. the Rubbish of CUSTOM (EASTER, 
XMASS;) end TRADITION. In CHURCHES and 
in LARGE GATHERINGS in the open air, 
(EASIER SWISE WITH BILLY GRAHAM - ???) 
in ‘the open air, Ministers will URGE 
upon the people the necessity of keeping 
the first day of the week. There are 
CALAMITIES on Sea and Land: And these 
CAILAi'HTIES will increase, one DISASTER 
following close upon another; and the 
LITTLE BAND of conscientious Sabbath
keepers will be pointed out as the ones 
who are bringing the WRATH OF GOD upon 
the World by*their DISREGARD of SUNDAY." 
(ADVENTISTS are NOT disregarding SUNDAY 
as you will see if you watch them REVOLVE 
CHOIRS “GOKE NEXT EASTER-LENTEN SEASON!) 
RH AI:4O5. March 18, 1884.
O—0—0 -0—0—o
"AS THE STORM APPROACHES
o-o—o-o-o-o
"NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE..."
0-0-0—0—0— o
Actually - the above is not the way it 
is written - but this is the way the 
Adventist reads it. Or to be more exact - 
the way the Preacher reads it for him. 
No matter how DEFECTIVE the Church is - 
it’s quite alright, anyway."But perhaps 
that Adventist ought to read that for 
himself and see just what it does say. 
0—0—0—0—0—0
This is not meant to be a thorough ex-



TM If.)

their midst, and they are so completely 
deceived "THAT “THEY KNOT NOT THAT IT IS 
HE.," T2 .’439,440.

in 1923 to meet the Threat of EUROJEAN c«-»O »• O,',O-'*0r-'’Ow,O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—O—0 
WHICH "CHURCH" IS THAT - ? CHURCH 4(l) 
or SYNAGOGUE * (2) - ???
0r-’C'"0r-’0-’Cr;,O'w0—O—O—O—O—O—0—O—O—0—O—O—O—0 
And in case some think the Church is 
getting Better and Better and Better - 
and ths above applied in 1868 true e- 
nouph - bat does not apply in 1969*70: 
O-OOO-->O«Q 
"UN3AN0TIFIED MINISTERS... they embrace 
BARABBAS..,* CRITICIZE, and CONDEMN, 
and FALSIFY, Let the SON OF' DECEIT and 
FALSE WITNESS be entertained by A CHURCH 
that has nad GREAT LIGHT, great evidence, 
and THAT .CHURCH will discard the MESSAGE 
the Lord has sent, and receive the most 
unreasonable assertions and FALSE sup- 
positions and FALSE theories. SATAN 
LAUGHS at their folly; for he knows 
what truth is*

"MANY will stand IN OUR PUT, PITS with 
the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their 
hands - kindled from the Hellish Toreh 
of SATAN/ TM 409,410* 
o-o-o-o-o-o
So now, Adventist - whet does this do 
to that carefully fabricated setting 
put right up in front of. the fixed-up 
"TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS” - which is 
"THE CHURCH" shown abofre -' ? The one 
on page 15 or the one on p*l6 - ???
0—0—0—0—0—0
"THE OBJECT OF HIS SUPREME REGARD" - 
is "THE CHURCH" of Christ, true enough. 
But the Seventh-day Adventist Church 
that became a HARLOT in 1903 - (18:250) 
whose UNSANCTIFIED MINISTRY says: 
“PEACE, JEACE" as the Slaughtering 
Angels wait to CUT THEM DCWHl(T5s2ll) 
with SATAN standing side by side in the 
Seventh-day Adventist Pulpit (T2:44U) 
with FALSE TROTHECY kindled “from the 
Hellish Torch of Satan (TM 409) - this 
CHURCH- that is f’oing through to Hell I 

(RH A3:69. Aug.1,1893) Whose Ministry 
couldn’t keep it’s Job unless it goes 
all out for the DRUG-PROGRAMME - "His 
DISREGARD of Health Reform UNFITS HIM 
to“Stand as the Lord’s MESSENGER."CDF ' 
454. T6:376-8. T2:67,70. TI:469. T4«553.
O-O-O-O-O-O
THAT IS STILL - in spite of all that - 
STILL "THE CHURCH of Christ - ? Or is 
it “THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" - ? It is 
TIME to find this out NOT - III

Special TM IZ3. (Your 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Since the above definition is CXEAR and 
POSITIVE - the first thing to ASK BEFORE 
you say which “CHURCH" your "CHURCH” be
longs to - is to ask if YOUR CHURCH is a 
Child of DISOBEDIENCE - ? Or, as Christ 
told the JEWISH LEADERS: "Ye are of your 
father - THE DEVIL’”
0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—c—o—0—0—0—0 
What does the Testimony of Jesus say about 
the ADVENTIST CHURCH and. the ADVENTIST 
LEADERSHIP - ? Since “THE CHURCH" is speak
ing of two Diametrically opposed Groups! 
o-o-o-o-o-o
"Oct.2,1868, I was shown the state of God’s 
PROFESSED PEOPLE..,. I saw but-FEW who stood 
in the LIGHT... MANY... were practicing in
iquity which SEPARATED them from God and 
caused THEM t© be bodies of DARKNESS...
MEN who stand in very responsible positions 
at the HEART of the Work are ASLEEP. SATAN 
has paralyzed them...their wily Foe ENTERS 
the Fort and works successfully BY THEIR 
SIDE to TEAR DOTN what God has commanded to 
be BUILT UP... ’Ye take too much upon you, 
seeing all the Congregation are Holy, EVERY 
ONE OF THEM.’,.. Why don’t they PROHIESY 
S1WTH THINGS, and cry: JEACE, JEACE? Then 
everything wobld move SMOOTHLY.”

“These are the true feelings of many of 
OUR. PEOPLE. And SATAN exalts... He has de
ceived THEM, benumbed their sensibilities, 
and planted his Hellish Banner right in

on
REFORM after WORLD WAR (l). 
O—C
THE ORIGINAL SAID:
-THE CHURCH of Christ, enfeebled, defective 
at she may appear, is the one object on 
earth upon which he bestows, in a special 
sense, his love and his regard.” Specill 
o-o-o-o-o-o TM 143.
"THE CHURCH" - ? Which church? The Church 
"OF CHRIST" - which CHURCH is THAT - ? Why 
do we ask that question? Because immediately 
after this it speaks of ANOTHER CHURCH - 
which your Preachers NEVER care to 1 ENT ION f
O-O-O-O-O-O
THE OTHER. CHURCH:(No matter how Defective?" 
"Christ speaks of THE CHURCH over which 
SATAN presides, as THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN. 
Its members are the children of DISOBEDIENCE. 
They are those who LOVE to SIN, and CHOOSE 
to SIN... It is Satan’s work to MINGLE evil 
with good."

12- "222. SP. WHITE NEVER SAW the Book -
’•• / 'TIPl'.t IES TO MNTSTERS" that the Adventist 
Leaders shuffled together and stuck her name



Well I must close for now. Pray for us". 
Sincerely, Brother and Sister...

it • • • •13- ^222. “NO MATTER HOW DETECTIVE 
j he /dotation never said that." 
That is the way the Adventist reads that. 
The newt page uses the word: “THE CHURCH” 
and says how “DEFECTIVE” that Church IS J 
It reads that “The MEMBERS of SATAN’S CHURCH 
... the children of DISOBEDIENCE.., exalt 
TREASON ani APOSTASY as Truth and Lovalty.” 
That is called: “THE CHURCH” - “SATAN’S CHURCH’’ 
TM 16, When your Preachers read - or when 
the R&H prints “THE CHURCH.. .ElWWiD... 
DETECTIVE...11 - why don’t they turn the page? 
Because if they don’t care HOW DEFECTIVE 
THAT CHURCH IS - you do not read TM 15 - 
you read TM 16 to find THAT Church!
The SYNAGOGUE of SATAN’ And I hope I live 
long enough for this Paper to go into the 
mails! FOR A STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER 
TESTIMONY TO THE LYING LAODICEANS’ 
0—0—O—O—O—O 
“NO MATTER. HOP/ DEFECTIVE..,..” ' 
That is a sure-cure Tranquilizer to keep 
SIN and SINNERS in the Church. It settles 
all arguments. So bring on MORE DRUGS as 
the Church spends more money on that Traffic 
than any time in her History! Yet the so-' 
called “REFORMERS” see her “GOING THROUGH’” 
Thus a Veneer of Respectability surrounds 
the Guild of Blackguards as those in the 
know are Silenced for Fear of Reprisals 
(CASTING OUT’) or, and - EXCOKS UNICAT ION 
with PERSECUTION. All under the Cloak of 
Religion - going to the Kings of the Earth 
for Legalized Drug and Dope-Peddling, These 
MERCHANTS OF BABYLON infilterated a Fallen 
Church and convinced its Minions that this 
was the Better Way. 
0-0—0—0—0-0 
“HCW TO LIVE” and other Publications against 
DRUGS had to be relegated to the Scrap-heap 
to make Room for Secret and Powerful In
terests to take over the Rein© of this 
Church - this “APPLE CF HIS EYE’” 
o—o—0—0—0—0 
The JUNTO elevated the Poison-Merchants 
and expelled the Conscientious. BUT - NO 
MATTER HOI-7 DEFECTIVE....! Still “THE CHURCH 
OF CHRIST” and NOT the “SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!” 
Well - you Just Bet your Money on that 
losing Horse - I will not! 
o-o-o-o-o—o 
“The hand of God is upon all those for Good 
who seek Him, but His power and His WRATH 
are against those who FORSAKE Kim and. who 
trust in the help and friendship of the 
World, GOING TO THE GOD OF EKRON to inquire, 
and. heeding not the Counsel of the Living 
God.” LLM 93. Dec. 11,1905.

“The Lord has NO USE WHATEVER for men 
who are not wholly consecrated to His 
Service... The LIGHT that has been given 
at this time is only a Repetition of 
the MESSAGE that was sent in the Past.” 
o—o—o—o—o—o ELM I01.
“Our people are now being TESTED as to 
whether they will obtain their Wisdom" 

from the greatest Teacher the world 
ever knew or seek to the GOD OF EKRON1!

o—o—o—o—o—o LLM 177,
“The Path of Faith lies close beside 
the Path of PRESUMPTION,.. all the DRUGS 
hidden under mysterious NATES and dealt 
out to the Sick. IT IS A DELUSION AND 
A FARCE.” ELM 251,255.
0—0—0—0—0—0
•Always study and teach the use of the 
SIMHEST RE1.EDIES, and the SH5CIAL BIESS 
•ING of the Lord, may be expected to 
follow.* LLM 260.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
A LETTER. FROM VAST VIRGINIA: Sept.1,1969. 
Dear Sr. Hoehn:
Just a few lines from we folks in West 
Va.... I was called on the phone today 
by a SDA-Laodicean, I was approached on 
various subjects, from Health reform, 
to politics, from Nudity, to. Apostasy 
in general. I was belittled, slurred, 
and down-graded. From what the old fel

low says, I am doomed to H... He told ma 
that I was dirty, dirty, dirty. His venom 
was aroused due to a visit that I would 
net make with, him in the Health Food Store. 
He wanted to create a scene, in a place * 
where he had all the advantage# He would 
have had me outnumbered, and there would 
not have been books to defend myself with# 
He said that I was dirty because I would 
not go along with the general Apostasy. 
(His thinking.) I refuse to cast my peafls 
before those SPINE. The old fellow is 
sold on the Laodicean Church, He says 
that they are the only church,(How funny!) 
If Sister White ever said one thing that 
would defend Laodicea in their wide range 
of apostasies, then she would have to be 
branded as a false prophetess. There is 
absolutely nothing in the Scriptures 
that would indicate that LaOdicea will 
be saved as a body. Rev .3:14—22. and 
Rev.l2:I—17 are as different as day & 
Night, They are as wide apart as the Poles
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J131IZ- *222. TO THE HOEHN'S: Oct.3,1969. 
I have received a letter, and also a package 
of Herbs from you in the last few days. Just 
the other day I sent a letter,

on writing you for some time. In the 
other articles I noticed you had callers 
idio were planning on Leasing some of your 

and some Astro- Mining C3 nims. Hope you had success'with 
naut stamps to you. They are a very beautiftO. them. (They are on the Claims now, doing

“We are planning on going up into
stamp. I hope you receive them 0,K. .
.... The Herbs you sent was in good condition, 
(insurance sure makes a difference!) I am 
pleased with them. They will help me through 
this coming hard winter.
.... The great RDB Awakening is going to 
sleep. It looks like BDB is abandoning ship 
in troubled waters. I hope not. I am all for 
the agitation in Laodicea. I am fully aware - 
that AWAKENING will not coms to the UNITED/ 
SOCIETY/CF/SDA. The message to Laodicea is, “BEHOLD I STAND AT THE DOOR AND KNOCK." This 
is a full indication that He is on the out/ 
side. The Laodiceans are just as BLIND AS A 
WEST VIRGINIA BAT, And THAT IS BLIND. And . 
from looking at the youngsters among, them, 
THEY ARE JUST AS NAKED as a NUDIST COLONY. 
(“AND KNOWEST NOT THAT THOU ART BLIND AND 
NAKED AND...11) One of the SDA brethren call
ed me on the Phone, and he got Fighting mad, 
and told me that*I was dirty, and then he 
hung up. The poor old DUKB/DOG WILL NOT J8ARK, 
But he sure could mouth/off. .

“I am acquainted with the Sacred Name 
Doctrine. Due to some searching into various 
phases of the thing, They are spreading like 
wild fire. They even have the Bible in a 
Sacred Name translation. It looks like BABY
LON has many faces. Truly the Picture of the 
times is not so good. The Time is funning 
out for the Societies of Confusion. The NCC, 
WCC,AMA,WHO,WHAT,WHERE,WHEN,USA,etc etc and 
etc. They all are loading up in the same 
great big BOAT ECCIESIA-ARK. But the ARK 
cannot ride out the storm of ETERNAL FIRE. 
The Bundles are almost ready. Old Brother 
Billy, and the Oral can, and the Papa, Plus 
the minor BAALIHS of Tahoma are binding up » 
the final sheaves for the FIRE. All the Off/ 
shoots, Side/shoots, Up/starts, and side/ 
trackers are working over time to do the 
work of deceiving. Truly the little REMNANT 
MUST BE ON DOUBLE DUTY AT WATCH. WH1 write 
more very soon. I love you dear folks. Pray - 
for me. Sincerely, Emory Ray Bays, Sr.,

Box 65/
. Charleston, W. VA. 25306. USA. 

0—O—0—0-0—0—0—6—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—6 • 
Dear Bro. & Sr. Hoehn: April 11,1969.
Many thanks for sending me the package of 
material. I received some some time ago that 
I also wish to thank you for. I had planned

f * 
$30,000.oo work in the next 3 months .HHJ

“We are planning pn going up into 
the Mountains near Ashville to look for 
a place to park our Mobile Home 12X57 
some time next week. May move soon.

“The humidity here is too much for 
comfort in the summer time, though we 
like Durham.

“The Fruits and'Vegetables grown up 
there are of better quality...

"Oh yes, I notice you frequently men
tion Eze.8 and 9 as applying to the SDA 
Church. Should you read Eae. 8 carefully 
you will notice Eze.8 mentions BOTH 
Anqlent Israel and Modern Israel. Eze, 
8:11 Ancient Israel. (70) meh are men
tioned, then attention is called to ; 
Modern Israel (SDA) from Verse 15-18. ‘ 
V.I6 mentions “about five and twenty(25) 
men," MODERN ISRAEL SDA CHURCH IS BASED 
ON 25 MSN. 13 World Divisions and' 12 
Departmental Heads - a total of 25 men. 
The verse 16 says “about" five & twenty 
men, since death,.apostasy alters the 

total from time to time, (HH - and maybe 
one or two might NOT tramp up the Hill 
with Billy Graham come next EASTER MORNI) 
(The book “THE SEVENTH DAY" the church “ 
sponsors shows' the 13 Divisions & 12 Heads) 
“They (about 25 men) cdmmit the ABOMINATION; 
which they commit here." in Chapter 8. 
Which the Church ,is purged of in Chapt.9. 
O'.Gallagher, ’’ Rt.5 Box 25ST>, 

...Hendersonville, N.C, 28739.(New Address.)
0—0—0—0—0—0
“THE NATURE OF. MAN & SINFUL FLESH." by 
Lucy Turner, “Sunny Valley" JARRAHDAIE, 
West AUSTRALIA 6203. 
Some Notes:
•The present agitation in the ranks of 
Seventh-day Adventism on the NATURE OF 
MAN, is both deplorable and distressing. 
It is a resurgence of a fanatical teach
ing termed by its advocates, "THE DOCTRINE* 
OF HOLY FLESH" but garbed in a more refine? 
and intellectual covering, well' suited to 

Coal Fork Rural Station, appeal to cultured Christians...“Howeverj in the literature of Robert 
D. Brinsmead, we find many contradictions 
which prove confusing to the logical'thick
er, and to those who have disciplined the 
mind* to assimilate the material read in 
order to arrive at a right & proper con-



15* *222 . elusion... (Send for the Papfcr/ Rut here are some quotations worth remeberw
“Transgression of physical law is transgression of the moral law.* COL 3 ZB, “Shall we not challenge every Doctrine and ' Theory, and put it to the TEST of Cod’s Word?* the Agents of SATAN o—o—o—o—o—o ' FOE 128, ‘ ....
“Intellect must be cultivated; if left to rust from inaction it will become debased.* *God calls for REFORMERS to stand in defense of the Laws He has established.* T5:3II. o—o—o—o—o—o S.T. ,?3, p,22.Sr. Turner then abljr goes into the AIMING presumption of dabbling in the realm of the Mid according to PSYCHOLOGISTS, PSYCHIATRISTS, and those practicing HYPNOTISM. “BEWARE 1 HANDS OFF!®... Can it be possible that the disciples of Robert Brihsmead are so ’mind controlled’ that they are unable to discern the inconsistencies of their teachert® LUCY TURNER. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 “The voice that would say, “WAIT; do hot allow yourself to have burdens imposed upon you, ’ is the voiee of the CCWARDLY SPIES. We want CALEBS now who will press to the FRONT... sake a strong REPORT in favor of IMMEDIATE ACTION.® T5:383.o—o—o—O—O—O—O—0 —o —o— 0—O—0—O—O—O—6—0—0 —o—o—o “SUFFERINGS* of Christ.The Awakeners teaching and* ma?.inf‘ such a how-de-do about the alleged “SHEETINGS* of God and Christ - is but a Repetition of thb teaching of “GRACE* by the Churches of BABYLON. The RESULTS are the SAME J They remain IN their Sins! Let Us SIN - that GRACE may abound! We have heard more than enough of that Doctrine. GRACE held out to the Adventist Church by a “SUFFERING* God J That is not the Message for this Time, The Fessage for this Tine is to declare unto them that’ the Door*of Probation is about to close Forever. And all GRACE and SUFFERING come to an End! “There REMAINETH THERE?OR - WRATH unmixed with Mercy I* THIS is Rev/181 “GRACE and KfeRCY will then descend from the Throne, and JUSTICE will take her place;* o—o—o—o—o—o RAH. Jan.1,1889•“When probation ends it will come SUDDENLY, UNEXPECTEDLY - at a time when we are least expecting it.® MS 95. 1906. o-o-o-o-o-o “Ik rejecting Christ the Jewish neople'committed the UNPARDONABLE SIN... We offer insult to the Prince of Life, and put Him’ to shame before the SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN/ and. before the Heavenly Universe, when we refuse

to listen to His delegated MESSENGERS, and INSTEAD - LISTEN to the Agents of SATAN,(MANY will »tand In our Ptfl.plt» with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, kindled from the Hellish Torch of SATAN,. TM 409.) and instead - LISTEN to... So long as one does this, he can find NO HOPE OR PARDON, and he will FINALLY lose all ‘desire to be reconciled to God.® DA 324*o—o—o—o—o—o“If LIGHT is turned from ^n one oase, it will be disregarded in another.* T2*70. “To disregard LIGHT is to REJECT it. The REJECTION of LIGHT leaves men captives bound about by Chains of DARKNESS and UNBELIEF.® T2:93. T8:I54-5.
0—0—0—0—0—0
“Those who turn from the plain Teaching 
of Scripture and the convicting power of 
God’s Holy Spirit, are inviting the con
trol of DEMONS.® DA 258.
0—0—0—0—0—0
•Ye shall know the TROTH, and the TROTH 
shall make you FREE? DA 258.
O—0—0—Q—0—0“To be WAVERING and HALF-HEARTED in Allegiance to TRUTH, is to CHOOSE the DARKNESS of ERROR and Satanic delusions .*311, o—o—o—o—o—o thE MEN OUT Qh' THE CHURCH I “These DISCIPLES were to be HERALDS of the TRUTH,,. and the DESTINY of men DEFENDED upon their reception or rejection of it... “Whosoever shall NOT receive you, nor HEAR your words... Verily I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah in the” Day of Judgment, than for that City .“352, o-o-o-o-o-o SATAN IN THE CHURCH!“SATAN was trying his every Art to HOLD THEM WHERE THEY WERE, until the SEALING was PAST, until the Covering was drawn * over God’s people, and they LEFT without a Shelter from the burning WRATH of God, in the 7 Last PLagues.* EW 44.

in the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD. I was pointed to those who CLAIM to be ADVENTISTS, but who reject the PRESENT TRUTH, and saw that they were crumbling, and that the hand of the Lord was in their midst to DIVIDE and SCATTER them now IN THE GATHERING TIKE, so that the precious Jewels among them, who had formerly been deceived, may have their eyes opened to see their true state. AND N(N, when the TRUTH is prasented^By^xR® Lord’s Messer* gers, they are prepared to LISTEN, and



open the Door

and
A1YNED and

the

HERE. IS THE EARLY SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST 
CHURCH - and this is ONE of the 100 re
ferences that put the Seventh-d.ay Advent
ist Church in the FIRST CHURCH POSITION I

SDA ** THE FIRST CHURCH J 
“THE CHURCH AT BATTLE CREEK... ' 
I counsel THIS CHURCH to give heed to the 
Saviour’s admonition: “Remember therefore 
from -whence thou art FALLEN, and REPENT, 
and do the first Woidcs; OR ELSE I will

16- ;f222. LEAVE their former associates, 
and Errors, embrace the precious'TRUTH, and

. STAND where they can define their position.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o LEAVE THE DRUGGERS! EW 69. 
“There will have to be a SECOND CONVERSION 
in the hearts of some of our LEADING MEDICAL 
FRATERNITY, and a CUTTING Aft AY from the men 
who are trying to gidde the MEDICAL SHIP 
into the Harbor, else they themselves will 
NEVER REACH THE HAVEN OF REST. Christ calls, 
COME OUT .FROM AMONG THEM, AND BE YE SEPARATE’” come unto thee quickly, and will REMOVE' 

thy CANDLESTICK OUT OF HIS PLACE, ’except 
thou REPENT(EPHESUS ’) T5:I90-I.

o-o-o-o-o-o PASSES BY !

claim to believe the TRUTH: “COLE CUT FROM 
ALONG "THEM, and be ye SEPARATE.” Serie’s B 
7:63-4. (The Book they burned “by Bushel 
Baskets full”at Loma Linda! Still suppressed 
to this very Day! -^T.oo a copy from B.T. 
Anderson, Rt.4, Box 72A, Louisa, Virginia, 
o-o-o-o-o-o THE NECESSITY. 2.3093.) 
“I was shown the NECESSITY of those who be
lieve that we are having THE LAST MESSAGE 
OF wERCY,being SEPARATE from those ’who are 
daily imbibing NEW ERRORS.” EW 124.

' . RE-READ THIS PAPER AID TILE 
QUOTATIONS AGAIN’’ ..........

“The TRUTH will be criticized, scorned 
derided; BUT THE CLOSER IT IS EK. 
Tested, the BRIGHTER it will SHINE 
Lord will raise up TEN of ICEEN PERCEPTION, 
who will give these Truths their HlOJER 
H.ACE in the Han of God.” B2:5I. SM 1:201.

A FATAL DELUSION! ”
“I speak to THE CHURCH... her MEMBERS have 
so far DEPARTED from Him that lie CANNOT ac
complish His will through THEM... THE CHURCH 
... is more willing to DEPART from God’s 
commandments than to renounce the FRIEND
SHIP of THE WORLD. She is joined to the 
IDOLS which she has chosen; and because 
temporal prosperity and the favor of a 
wicked World are hers, SHE BELIEVES herself 
to be RICH toward God. THIS m PROVE TO ’ 
MANY A FATAL DELUSION. Her divine character 
and spiritual strength HAVE DEPARTED from 
her. I COUNSEL THIS CHURCH (The early SDA 
Church that thought and taught that she was 
only in the LAST CHURCH CONDITION SIMPLY 
BECAUSE SHE WANTED TO PASS OFF THE MYTH 
THAT SHE WAS THE LAST CHURCH! FORGETTING 
THAT THE FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH IS ALSO THE 
LAST CHURCH- - .’ THE WISE ENTER IN WHILE THE 
FOOLISH “WAIT ABOUT” FOR THEIR LEADERS TO 
LEAD IN THE RIGHT WAY - LAST - AND LOST.’)

”... The 58th. Chapter of Isa. contains in
struction for today. “CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT, 
lift up thy voice like a Trumpet, and ’SHOW 
My people their TRANSGRESSION, and the house “Our Redeemer sends His MESSENGERS to 
of Jacob their Sin.”... I am now riving the bear a Testimony TO (NOT FROM!) His people. 
Message God has given me, to give to ell who He says: “Behold, I stand at the Door, 

and Knock: if any man hear My voice, and 
open the Door, I will come in to HIM (to 

* the INDIVIDUAL!) and will cup with HIM, 
and he with Me.“ Rev.3:20. But many RE
FUSE ... they are not willing to' OPEN THE 
DOOR and let the Saviour in, for fear 
that He will require something of them. 
And so Jesus of Nazareth PASSES BY... 
What a terrible tiling it Is to exclude 
Christ from His own Temple! What a loss 
to THE CHURCH!

SUFFERINGS ?
“It is possible to be a partial, formal- 
believer, and yet be found WANTING, and. 
lose Eternal Life... If you NEGLECT or 
treat with INDIFFERENCE the WARNINGS’ 
that God has given, if you cherish or 
excuse Sin, you are SEALING your soul’s 
Destiny. You will be Weighed in the 
Balance ard FOUND WANTING’. GRACE, PEACE, 
and PARDON will be forever WITHDRAWN; 
Jesus will have PASSED BY, never again 
to come within reach “of your Prayers and. 
Entreaties.” T6:262,405. RH"A2:IO6; TM 
445. AA 17,601. DA 161. T2«4I. T5U6I; 
SM 1:16. RH A2:3O5. Amos 7:7,8. 8:2,3. 
o-o-o-o-o-o FOLLOW CHRIST!
*(Dld you ever hear in your Church that 
“CHRIST NEVER LEFT THE CHURCH' - ?» The 
next Time you hear this - read the follow
ing to them! And see vhat they say then!) 

DID CHRIST LEAVE THE CHURCH?
“MILLIONS in bondage to Sin, Slaves of' 
SATAN, DOOMED to suffer the 2nd. Death, 
WOULD REFUSE. TO LISTEN to the words of 
TRUTH in their Day of VISITATION. Terri
ble BLINDNESS! strange INFATUATION! •• 

“Two days before the Passover^ when 
Christ FOR THE LAST TIME departed from 
the Temple, AFTER DENOUNCING the HYPOCRI
SY of the Jewish RULERS...



J.

Him!”
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 

I25-I30.Bin,ADEr,HIIA COMES AFTER SARDIS’!’
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—C—0—0—0“0’"0—0—0—0—o—o—O—O—C
THE MIDNIGHT CRY COLES BEFORE THE LOUD CRY J 
0—0—0—0—0—0—O—0—0—0—0—0— 0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
The above Truths and Quotations ought to 
settle for all time the Question of" 
•whether or not “THE CHURCH” goes thru!i Isa .43.) 

infilled?1 “THE CHURCH11 does. But WHO is “THE CHURCH?" 
“From the beginning, FAITHFUL SOULS have 
constituted TOE CHURCH.” AA II.

THE CHURCH THAT GOES THRU.
Plainly, definitely, positively - 
the Testimonies teach in 100 places that 
THKADELRHIA is THE CHURCH that goes thru! 
"And for those who in the midst of con- ' 
flict should maintain their faith in God, 
the Prophet was given the words of com- ’ 
mendation and promise: "I know thy works, 
behold, I have set BEFORE THEE an Open 
Door... I also will keep thee from the 
Hour of Temptation.” (Rev,3:8,10,2,II.) 
JHILADELPHIA! AA 588.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
ELIZABTH HOR.T LETTER: 11/8/69.
”... The Sanctuary truth needs no twist
ings & turnings such as Brinsmead has 
added to it. When I first started to read 
his books, and I came to There he taurjit, 
THAT WE WERE NOT TO THINK OF COMING TO " 
THE JUDGMENT PERFECTED, I was so stunned 
by it that I begged of the Lord to show 
me if this was the Truth... Hope Taylor...

17- ^222. "YOUR HOUSE IS LEFT..." 
"Ahe humble Teacher who had THAT DAY PASSED 
OUT from its Golden Gate, the Glory HAD DE
PARTED from the Temple, “Your-HOUSE is LEFT 
unto you DESOLATE,”

' ihe Disciples had been filled with Awe 
and Vender at Christ’s prediction of the 
overthrow of the Tdmple, and they desired 
to understand more frilly the meaning of His 
words... “There shall not be left here one 
Stone upon another, that shall not be thrown 
down.”... The prophecy which He uttered was 
TWOFOLD in its meaning... The command had 
gone forth, "CUT IT DCMN; why cumbers th it 
the ground?” GC 22-27.

YOUR HOUSE IS LEFT, 
“Read the 2nd. chapter of James... Read also 
the 4th. chapter... These chapters are a 
DEAD LETTER to the larger number of those 
who CLAIM to be Seventh-day Adventists... 
7th. chapter of Matthew... You need to study 
every word as for your life... Many HOUSES 
now supposed to stand secure - will FALL.”.. 
SATAN has come in 
followers of Christ away from their

CHRIST LEFT FOREVER.
Christ left FOREVER the precincts of the 
TEI.ME.” DA 627.
o-o-o-o-o-o SO CHRIST NEVER LEFT 

“ ’ THE CHURCH?
“It angefed them also that those who 
showed only CONTEMPT for the Rabbis, and 
who were NEVER seen in the SYNAGOGUES, 
should flock about Jesus, and listen with 
rapt attention to His Words. The Scribes 
and Pharisees felt only CONDEMNATION... 
for them; but Christ greeted them as 
CHILDREN OF GOD.« COL 186.
0—0—0—0—0—0
"...just prior to His second Advent... 
as in the Days of Noah... The CONDITION 
Of THE CHURCH at this time is pointed out 
in the Saviour’s words in the Revelation, 
"Thou hast a NAME that thou’live st, and 
art DEAD." (SARDIS.') GC 309,310. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
"My mind was carried to the FUTURE, when 
the SIGNAL WILL BE GIVEN, “Behold, the 

and has led the JR.CFESSED Bridegroom cometh; GO YE OUT to meet 
Leader, Him!" RH A3:33I. Feb.II,1896.

classing them with the FOOLISH VIRGINS'TM‘ 
o-o-o-o-o-o SO WITH THE ADVENTISTS.
“What does God say in regard to His people? 
“But this is a people ROBBED and SPOKED; 
they are ALL of them snared in holes, and 
they are hid in PRISON HOUSES: they are for 
s prey> aud none delivereth; for a spoil; 
and none saith, RESTORE,” (See also 
These are prophecies that WILL be- 
o-o-o-o-o-o SO WITH THE JEWS'. TI.I 96. 
’’Meanv’hile worshippers from every Nation ~ 
sought THE TEMPLE which had been dedicated 
to the worship of God.... BUT JEHCVAH WAS NO 
LONGER TO BE FOUND in that Palace of loveli
ness. ISRAEL as a NATION had divorced her
self from God. When Christ, near the Close 
of His earthly ministry, looked FOR TEE LAST 
TIME upon the interior of the TE?.£TE, He 
said, "Behold, YOUR HOUSE is left unto you 
DESOLATE." Hitherto He had called the TEMPLE 
His Father’s HOUSE, but as the Son of God 
passed OUT from those walls, God’s PRESENCE 
was wi.thdrawn FOREVER from the TEJSTE built 
to His glory." AA 145. 
o-o-o-o-o-o SO WITH THE CHURCH, 
’’JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE 
CHURCH WILL BE if it refuses to walk in the 
Tight that God has given." T8:67.
"If we do not heed these WARNINGS, the EVILS 
that RUINED JERUSALEM will come upon us." 
o-o-o-o-o-o TO:133.
"Alas for those who knew not the TII.E of 
their VISITATION’ Slowly & regretfully



• • •in their hands - KINDLED from the Hellish 
Torch ,of SATAN!" TM 409.

IS- ^222. "Hope Taylor... RB’s Sister was 
the one who wro be to me & stated' that the 
144,000 wwe going to go out & bring in the 
fTILTITUDES, etc.... she seemed to'be the ’ 
Ring-Leader in this work. Because RD was 
over in the USA & stirring some poor things 
up there, she wrote to say that’ she felt 
like (she said she was so excited) she felt 
like "jumping in the air." These were her 
words. The Holy Spirit makes ho one feel 
like jumping, in the air, but rather subdues 
and. quietens one down... I wonder where it 
was first found that the Plagues, last a 
year & ^10 started it. Fhat do you think of 
it? I am not making an issue out of. this 
but only remarking.

"I must away once again trusting you are 
both strong in the Lord and that, if faithful, 
we shall have the pleasure of meeting each 
other in the Heavenly Canaan. With kindest 
regards and Christian love to you both.

From yours in the Blessed Hone, 
ELIZABETH HQRT, • Mount St., DARLINGTON, 
West AUSTRALIA. 6070. .
O—0—0—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—r—o—O—O—O—O 

BLAGUES A YEAR - ?
We also do not want to appear Dogmatic 
about it - but since we first began to 
question the Prophetic Interpretations 
of one URIAH SMITH who admittedly obtained 
his "LIGHT" from DARK AGES CATHOLIC CARDINAL 
GIBBONS THE SKEPTIC, and LEROY FR00M - 
"PROFESSOR EMERITUS GF PROPHETIC IKW.IRETA- 
TION" for the Adventist Church ADMITTED 
their INTERPRETATIONS were from CATHOLIC 
SOURCES] That the Catholics themselves had 
DROPPED] (See his Articles in SDA MINISTRY.) 
We therefore thought we would hot be much 
further out by .studying for ourselves.

4 Angels;
Sr. White- speaks of the "A ANGELS" letting 
loose the Winds.'-of strife. "RUEIRX'.’ES" 
Rev.9:14 and. "ARMAGEDDON" Rev.I<:!6 are 
RELATED', The TRUMPETS and the PLAGUES. 
Now read Rev,9:15 and see what you think' 
of that: "And the FOUR ANGELS were loosed, 
which were prepared for an HOUR, and a DAY, 
and a MONTH, and a YEAR, for"to slay the 
THIRD PART of men."-Rev.9:15.'

If that is the 6th. Plague - 
how long did the other 5 take?

o**o—o—o—o—o
Suffice it to say that we accept NOTHING 
by way of Prophetic Interpretation from the 
Seventh-day Adventists! "MANY will' stand in

You can - but He cannot!
«... HE CANNOT USE THEM’"
"In the LAST solemn work FEW great men 
will be engaged...HE CANNOT USE THEM’" 
o-o-o-o-o-o ' T5’S0
"HIS CHURCH... her Members have so far 
DEPARTED from Him' that He CANNOT accom
plish His will through THEM." T5:IS9. 
"GOD CANNOT connect with those who live 
to please themselves, to make themselves 
FIRST. Those who do this will in the end 
be LAST of all. The Sin that is TOT I®API 
HOPELESS and INCURABLE is pride of opinion 
self-conceit. This stand® in the way of 
all growth... HOW CAN HE BE CLEANSED?... 
HOF CAN ONE IMPROVE when he thinks his 
ways PERFECT?.,. His false step may re-' 

> suit in misleading THOUSANDS." T7:200.
o-o-o-o«o-o
"But there is no need for the service of 
men #10 are LUKEWARM, for such men Christ 
CANNOT USE." T9:26.
"Jesus added the solemn WARNING: "If the 
SALT have lost his savor, wherewith shall 
it be SALTED? It is henceforth GOOD FOR 
NOTHING, but to be CASS OUT... CAST OUT 
because it had lost its savor and was 
therefor USELESS. It well represented 
the condition of the PHARISEES... It is 
to'SUCH that Christ says: "I would thou 
wert cold or hot. So then because thou 
art LUKEWARM, and neither cold nor hot, 
I FILL SPUE THEE OUT of My Mouth." MB 60. 
o-o-o-o-o-o ~
"The MESSAGE to the LAODICEAN CHURCH is 
applicable to our condition... The True 
Witness says of a cold, lifeless, CHRIST- 
LESS CHURCH, "I know thy works... I will 
SPUE THEE OUT... With Pharisaic PRIDE 
they have VAUNTED themselves till it has 
been said of them, "Thou sayest, I am 
RICH, and increased with goods, and have 
need of NOTHING."... Christ CANNOT take 
up the names of those v;ho are SATISFIED 
in their SELF-sufficiency. He CANNOT*'im
portune IN BEHALF OF A PEOPLE who feel 
NO NEED of His help, udio claim to KNOtf 
and possess EVERYTHING," SM 1:357-8. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
"THE FIGURE OF SPEWING.OUT OF HIS MOUTH 
MEANS that He CANNOT...

' ’ HE CANNOT offer up your Prayers.•• 
. HE CANNOT offer up your expressions of 

‘ • •*•' LOVE to God...
HE CANNOT endorse your Teaching of His 

OUR Pulpits with the Torch of Bale "Prophecy HE CANNOT endorse your Word...
spiritual work IN ANYWI33;
HE CANNOT present your religious Exercises 

r



19- *222. HE COT and
HE CANNOT and

HE CANNOT - ’’!
o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o—o-o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—<>-o 
”HE CANNOT present your religious Exercises 
HE CANNOT present the request "that GRACE be 
given you!” ARRANGED from T6:AO8.
HE CANNOT and

HE CANNOT and
HE CANNOT - Hl

o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o 
“I saw that many would have to learn what it 
is to be a Christian, that it is not IN NAME. 
... SUCH RELIGION IS NOT WORTH A STRAL. Those 
who possess it will be WEIGHED in the Balance 
and ROUND WANTIM-... with many, Religion is 
merely a NORM.. 9 and the REAR of offending 
God is scarcely thought of... THEIR PRAYERS 
A^E AN OFFENSE TO HIM. Christ now calls 
them: “Be zealous and repent.”... or be 
STEWED OUT of the Mouth of the Lord' as DIS
GUSTING, and be THRUST from Him.^God will 
not bear always,., their Treasures, which 
will shortly eat their Elesh like Eire, un
less they as faithful Stewards make a' RIGHT 
disposal of their Lord’s goods.” TI:I52-3.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—0—0—0—o—o—o—o—o—o 

TITHE AND OFFERINGS.
”It is hard for some who PROFESS to believe 
the PRESENT TRUTH to do even so little as 
to hand the MESSENGERS God’s own money that 
He has lent' them to be Stewards over... who 
had this world’s goods, but considered it 
so great a thing to help the Cause of Sal
vation. The Angel said: Can such enter 
Heaven?” Another Angel answered, “No, never, 

“Are all MESSENGERS?” A- 
no; God’s MESSENGERS 

, ’’Think

shall be trodden down by it... 
FOR THE LORD SHALL SUFFER?

“For the Lord shall rise up as in mount 
Perazim, HE SHALT, BE WROTH as in the 
valley of Gibeon, that he may do his 
work, his strange work; and bring to 
pass his act, his strange act.

“NOT THEREFORE BE YE NOT TOKERS, 
lest your bands be made strong: for I 
have heard from the Lord God. of hosts 
A C0NSUT5TI0N, even determined upon the 

’ ■ WHOLE EARTH... WOE UNTO THEM... That 
make a man an offender for a word, and 
lay a Snare for him that Reproveth in 
the Gate, and turn aside the just for a 
thing of naught... WOE TO THE REBELLIOUS 
CHILDREN, saith the Lord, that take 
counsel, but not of Me... WOE TO THEM 
that go down to Egypt for Help....”" 
Isa.28:I3,14,17,10,21,22. 29:I5,21.30:1. 
o—o—o—o—o—o 31:I.)

~ THE STORM OF WRATH.
(imagine talking about the Lord “SUFFER
ING” in the very Hour when His WRATH - 
UNMIXED WITH MERCY - is about to break - 
fen the heads - of SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS! 
Oh, yes! I know this statement will cause 
a rush of people OVER to the Side of the 
SDA’s by name of JARNES -BRINS MEAD-RUE- 
HUDSON-DURST-HILL-STEARLiAN-& COMPANY. 
But thia does not alarm us - what would 
alarm u^Lf these people WOULD remain 
on our Side - then we would surely know 
WE DO NOT HAVE THE TRUTH’ For the TRUTH 
is to cause a SHAKING & A SEPARATION’) 

THE STORM OF WRATH.
“The Lord has shown me that precious 
souls are starving, and dying for want 
of the PRESENT, SEALING TRUTH, the meat 
in due Season; and that the SWIFT MESSEN
GERS ehould speed on their way, and feed 
the ’Flock with the (REAL!) PRESENT TRUTH. 
I heard an Angel say, “speed the swift 
MESSENGERS, speed the swift IESSENGERS; 
for the case of every Soul will soon be 
decided, either for Life, or for Death.” 

I SAW THAT THOSE
“I saw that those who had' the Means, 
were required to help speed THOSE MESSENG 
GERS, THAT GOD HAD CALLED to labor in 
his cause, and as THEY went from place 
to place, THEY would be SAFE from the 
PREVAILING PESTILENCE.

BUT 
“But if any went that were NOT SENT OT 
GOD, they would be in danger of being 
CUT DOTN by the PESTILENCE; therefore 
all should earnestly seek for Duty, and

never, never.”• 
nother answered, “No, 
have a MESSAGE.“ ,.. The Angel said 
ye that any will be COMPELLED to sacrifice? 
No, no. It must be a Freewill Offering. It 
will take all to buy the Field,” EW 5OTI. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

THE SEALING TIME. 
A PESTILENCE.

(WHY was this LEFT OUT of your El AS - ??? 
Because it mentions MEANS and WHO they are 
to go to in the SEALING TIME - ? Or because 
it mentions a PESTILENCE in the SEALING TIME? 
With NO SUFFERING - but rather the WRATH of 
Cod - on SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS’)

(“ •. • that they might go, and fall back
ward, and. be broken, and snared, and taken. 
Wherefore hear the Word of the Lord, YE 
SCORNFUL KEN, THAT RULE THIS PEOPLE WHICH 
IS IN JERUSALEM... the HAIL shall sweep' 
aw? the refuge of Lies... when the over
flowing SCOURGE shall pass through, then ye



- the MESSENGERS - be able to travel and 
"SWTFTLY11 from Place to Place, apparently 
unrestricted - ? Could it be that this 
PESTILENCE will be so OUT CF CONTROL that 
CONTROLS cannot be ENFORCED - ? Or could 
it he that this will NOT be a CONTAGIOUS 
PESTILENCE - ? But be simple RADIO-ACTI
VITY due to the WAR that is also described 
in the SEALING TO® • as found in TI:270, 
And if RADIO-ACTIVE and. UNIFORK around the 
World • no travel restrictions need be"en
forced, for it would make no difference. 
It appears we have much more Studying to do! 
0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0

AND ABOVE AIL - - J JI ' 
“Before the Throne I saw the Advent people,- 
the church and the world. I saw two companies, 
one bowed down before theThrone, DEEPLY IN
TERESTED, while the other stood UNTILTTESTED 
and CARELESS...» EW 54.

And then we go on to see what these 
two Companies DO. But before we do 
that - let us re-look at this Scene 
and determine how many GROUPS are

actually shown here - ??? It LOOKS like 
there are just TWO Groups - (l) THE CHURCH 
(2) THE WORLD. But that is not the case 
al all. There are three Groups.
(1) THE ADVENT PEOPLE.
(2) THE CHURCH.
(3) THE WORLD.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
ORIGINAL 1846 Broadside.(Obtainable as a 
single sheet from WHITE PUBLICATIONS.) 
“Before the throne I saw the Advent people 
the church, and the world p.29. EGW-IB. 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
The Traditions of the Elders that makes 
the Word of God of non-effect - has led 
the Adventist to believe that “THE ADVENT 
PEOPLE* and “THE CHURCH* is one and the 
same thing. They are no more one and the 
same thing than the JEWS Aftd the DISCIPLES 
“THE ADVENT PEOPLE" in 1844 were BAPTISTS, 
LUTHERANS, CHURCH OF ENGLAND, etc - 
"TTT CHURCH" had to come OUT of them and. 
accept the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" in regard 
to the "OPEN DOOR" CHURCH and the MOST 
HOLY PLACE, No one can Bow down with the 
POPULAR CHURCHES and BILLY GRAHAM who 
worship in the FIRST APARTMENT - and have 
their Prayers heard in Heaven. Their 
prayers are "USELESS." EW 261. This is 
the "THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE," EW 254.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
The Adventists CHANGED that Testimony to 
read like as though "THE ADVENT PEOPLE"

20- 'f222. "CUT DOWN BY THE PESTILENCE J" 
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
and be SURE and move by the direction of 
the Holy Spirit,

"What we have seen and heard of the 
PEST HENCE, is but the beginning of what 
we shall see and hear. Soon the DEAD and 
DYING will be ALL AROUND US.

I SAW THAT SOI® . " "
"I saw that some will be so hardened, as to 
even make sport of the Judgments of God, 
Then the SLAIN of the Lord will be FROM 
ONE END of the Earth, to the other; they 
will not be' lamented, gathered, nor buried; 
(The alleged "AWAKFNERS" want them to be 

LAK®NTED, and. want them to be GATHERED, and 
want them to be TRANSLATED. But they will 
be neither.- Not even be given the dignity 
of being BURIED! This is, of course - 
speaking of the very, very last Remnant’ of 
Time!) they will not be lamented, gathered, 
nor buried; but their ILL SAVOR will come 
up from the face of the WHOLE EARTH, THOSE 
ONLY who have the SEAL of the living God, 
will, be sheltered from the STORK OF WRATH, 
that will soon fall on the heads of those 
who have REJECTED the TRUTH," E.G .White, 
"PRESENT TRUTH" p.32. (<T.oo) BH ATsII. 
Original PRESENT TRUTH for Sept. 1349. 
See also TI:268, SG 4’58. Jer.3:2. 
o-o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

SOK® QUESTIONS - SO?® ANSWERS:
With modern Medical restrictions in case of 
a CONTAGIOUS PESTILENCE - how wil.l the Saints and. "THE CHURCH" are one an?, the same 

thing - but they are NOT! "THE CHURCH" 
came OUT of the "ADVENT PEOPLE" after ' 
1844 - and this Histoiy is to be repeated. 
And this Testimony right here is tal’zing 
about that very thing. It is THE SHAKING 
that is caused by something even more 
important than the DRUG-QUESTION. The 
Lord is never bothered by "THE WORLD." 
In this Vision "THE WORLD" is lost sight 
of as we see WO GROUPS - "THE ADVENT 
PEOPLE* - careless & indifferent.EW 270. 
Who bow before the VACATED THRONE in the 
FIRST APARTMENT! When BRINSMEAD TELLS 
THEM TO DO THIS - IT BOTHERS THEM NOT AT 
ALL’ EW 56. (See this in the BROADSIDE!) 

THIS is shat makes the THIRD ANGEL’S 
MESSAGE - the THIRD ANGEL'S JESSAGE! 
EW 254. To worship in"the "MOST HOLY 
PLACE since 1844! GC Z29,430. It was 
THIS that GAVE BIRTH -to the FHILADEL- 

PHIAN CHURCH after 1844! And this is 
the SEALED CHURCH of the 144,000 that-' 

come out of ALL'CHURCHES J “EW 15,261,254.
"GO YE OUT to meet Him!" LU, 00 will.


